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ABSTRACT 
I 
The purpose of the study is to explore thk influence of service climate, 
organizational service orientation, service employee commitment and teamwork on 
employees' perception of customers satisfaction. A conceptual model was 
established based on existing literature to test the lrelationship between the variables 
of the study. A survey research design using simple random sampling was 
I 
employed with a sample of364 employees from tp.e hospitality industry. The results 
of correlation and regression analyses shows ill.at all four independent variables 
(service climate, organizational service orientati! n, service employee commitment 
and teamwork) have a significant relationship aJd influenced towards employees' 
perception of customers' satisfaction. The resJ its also show that organizational 
service orientation is the most influential facior on employees' perception of 
customer satisfaction. Hence, the proposed moddll offers a greater understanding of 
how service climate, organizational service orientation, service employee 
commitment and teamwork can be used to imprpve customers' satisfaction in the 
hospitality industry. Based on the result of this study, managers should provide 
avenues as well as resources for employees to d4liver quality service to customers. 
Customer policies and procedures should also hie clearly communicated, to front-
line employees as well as offering continuous support and encouragement to 
enhance employees' perceptions. Finally, limitai~ions of the study were discussed 
in tandem with the suggestions for future researdh. 
Keywords: service climate, organizational s"4ce orientation, service employee 
commitment, teamwork, employees' perception of customers' satisfaction. 
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ABSTRAK 
Tujuan kajian ini adalah untuk meneroka peng h iklim perkhidmatan, organisasi 
berorientasikan perkhidmatan, komitmen pe erja perkhidmatan dan kerja 
berpasukan ke atas persepsi pekerja terhadap kepuasan pelanggan. Model 
konseptual dibentuk dari literatur sedia ada ubtuk menguji hubungan di antar 
pemboleh-pemboleh ubah kajian. Dengan mengtunakan reka bentuk penyelidikan 
tinjauan dan persampelan rawak mudah, sampel ?ebanyak 364 pekerja dari industri 
hospitality telah mengambil bahagian dalam kajian ini. Dapatan daripada analisis 
korelasi dan regresi menunjukkan keempat-em~lat pembolehubah tidak bersandar 
(iklim perkhidmatan, organisasi berorientasikan perkhidmatan, komitmen pekerja 
dan kerja berpasukan) mempunyai hubungan seI1f1 pengamh yang signifikan ke atas 
persepsi pekerja terhadap kepuasan pelanggan. f apatan kajian juga menunjukkan 
organisasi berorientasikan perkhidmatan mempakan faktor yang paling kuat 
mempengaruhi persepsi ini. Dengan ini, modell kajian menawarkan pemahaman 
yang lebih bagaimana iklim perkhidmatrm, organisasi berorientasikan 
perkhidmatan, komitmen pekerja perkhidmatan dan kerja berpasukan dapat 
digunakan untuk meningkatkan kepuasan pelaf ggan dalam industri perhotelan. 
Sebagai saranan pengurusan, para pengurus hams menyediakan peluang serta 
sumber bagi pekerja untuk memberikan perkfildmatan yang berkualiti kepada 
pelanggan. Dasar dan prosedur perkhidmatan ~elanggan hams dikomunikasikan 
dengan jelas kepada pekerja barisan hadapan serta menawarkan sokongan dan 
galakan yang bertemsan untuk meningkatkan koinitmen pekerja Akhirnya, batasan 
kajian juga dibincangkan seiring dengan cadangi n penyelidikan masa depan. 
Kata kunci: iklim perkhidmatan, organisas berorientasikan perkhidmatan, 
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1.0 Chapter Introduction 
CHAPTERl l 
INTRODUCTII N 
This study examines the factors influencing f ustomers' satisfaction based on 
employees' perception. These factors are service climate, organization service 
orientation, service employee commitment, and tL mwork. In this chapter, there are 
nine parts. These parts are Background of the S+ y, Problem Statement, Research 
Questions, Research Objectives, Significanc of Study, Scope of Study, 
Operational Definition of Key Terms and Orga zation of Study. 
1.1 Background of the Study 
Malaysia is among one of the popular tourist t tinations in the world. Various 
programs had been established by the gove, ent as well as private sectors to 
develop the growth of tourism industry. In addit'° on, Malaysia tries to attract local 
as well as international tourists from all over the orld by organizing various form 
of activities. In this relation, hospitality indust I has become one of the highest 
competitive service industries in Malaysia. HI wever, the competition among 
players in the hospitality industry has become stringent with the increasing number 




accommodation. Hotels today, face great challel ges due to the growing volume of 
customers as well as the pace of competition hat ncreased (Routledge, 2003). 
The hotel industry today has become as a r lobal industry with organizations 
and customers spreading all over the world. Vi rious facilities in hotels such as 
rooms, restaurants, bar, and nightclubs are no longer luxury services. These services 
have become an essential part of the lifestyle for customers. Hotels that try to 
enhance their market share by decreasing prices, will have a serious risk of having 
a negative effect on them in terms of the medi , and long term profitability. It is 
the quality of the service provided rather than price that has become the main 
competitive capability for hotels to compete w :th competitors as well as to gain 
customer satisfaction. 
In age of increasing competition among Businesses, the way hotel operators 
differentiate their businesses from competitors J to produce quality services at the 
lowest costs. Therefore, service quality and foc+ ng on customers satisfuction has 
become the important aspect for improvement. t ccording to Dominici and Guzzo 
(2010) and Radojevic, Stanisic, and Stanic (2015), customers' satisfaction is a 
business philosophy that focuses on the sij1ficance of developing value for 
customers. Predicting and managing customers' expectation are ways to indicate 
the ability and responsibility of hotel opera 
1
ors to fulfill customers' needs. 
Accomplishing and retaining customers' satisfaction is one of the difficulties faced 
by organization in service industries. (Yen 2004; Radojevic, et.al, 2015). 
Customers' satisfaction is a key component of marketing activity that links 
the purchasing processes and consumption with post purchase phenomena (Ha & 
2 
Jang, 2009; Liat, Mansori, & Huei, 2014). Vari us processes to satisfy customers 
have been implemented to improve hotel strategies in order for them to compete 
with their competitors. In this study, satisfactif is referred to as the feeling of 
happiness that a customer experiences after having the service that meet or beyond 
I 
their expectation. 
Customers' satisfaction is to evah,at the difference between the 
expectation and the experience of customers thr they receive from the service. 
According to Song, Li, Veen and Chen, (2011) ar d Liat, Mansori and Huei, (2014) 
the degree of satisfaction related to a product or 8jrvice is determined by the degree 
of satisfaction or dissatisfaction experienced by the customer. When examining the 
factors contributing to customers' satisfaction, eJpecially in the hotel industry, it is 
found that customers assumed service quality tor one of the most crucial factors 
that contribute to customers' satisfaction (Abbas 1, Khalid, Azam, & Riaz, 2010). 
Service organizations have a unique characteristic as compared to 
businesses that produce and sell products in J e market. The characteristics of 
h . 1· . d . f . 'bl d I . 1 . . d osp1ta 1ty m ustry consist o mtangi e pro uJ s, mterpersona mterachons an 
are simultaneous when being delivered to the customers (King, 1995; Dusek, 2014). 
In the service industry, service employees an~t ustomers will work together to 
deliver services at the same time. From these sej ice activities, customers will gain 
their experience. Hence, employees are the important part of the service 
organizations especially in hotel industries. Em ! loyees play an important role in 
the operation of a successful hotels business r ecause they are the drivers of 
competitive advantage in the hotel industry. One of the success factors for any firms 
I 
3 
is to have the right employees. Hence, to motivatl employees to effectively provide 
d · · · d I . . d d . 1· goo service, orgamzations must generate an l amtam a goo service c rmate. 
Thus, creating customers' satisfaction is the moist important role to be played by 
hotel industries. (Davidson, 2003; Karatepe et al., 2009; He, Li, & Keung Lai, 
2011). l 
In service industries, employees are the ost important service component 
f th . . Th I . .fi 11 . . . . h"gh . 0 e orgaruzation. ey p ay a sigru icant re 1ll mamtammg i service 
performance. Service employees control the overall organization service delivery 
to gain customers' satisfaction. Service delivery r tivities need service employees 
to execute services exceeding customers' expect tion. In this relation, employees 
are required to provide extra roles in their serv'ce delivery activities in order to 
matched customers' needs and expectations. A hotel that wants to achieve 
customers' satisfaction needs to take and train their employees so that they are 
committed in fulfilling customers' needs and ants. These employees must be 
encouraged to provide and maintain excelleJ customer service. In addition, 
employees must have certain traits that are essentL l related to their personality such 
as empa1hy as well as the ability to predict custot ers' expectations. 
Researchers and managers are still sear hing for strategies to rmprove 
service delivery to gain customers' satisfaction. l herefore, it is important to look 
at employees' perceptions of customers' satistaction outcome as well as the 
evaluation of organization's ability to deliver high quality service. It is very 
important to gain the knowledge about custo ers' satisfaction based on the 
perception of employees' and how do 1hese eff+ s 1heir services. However, most 
4 
studies generally focused on the customers to measure the level of customers' 
satisfaction. However, not many researches are fr und to emphasize on employees' 
perception of customers' satisfaction. Thereforer his study intends to examine the 
perception of employees related to customers satisfaction in the hotel industry as 
well as to evaluate the factors influencing custoj ers satisfaction. Hence, this study 
I 
explores the influence of service climate, orga1zational service orientation, and teamwork on employees' perception of customens' satisfaction. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
In the hospitality industry, enhancing customers' satisfaction is a necessity in order 
to provide value to customers and as well as to improve hotels' competitive 
advantages (Siguaw & Enz 1999). Nevertheless, 
1
his approach is expensive (Carev, 
2008) Understanding these factors that contributed to customers' satisfaction is 
crucial. Service providers should make a right dL ision in their investment related 
to customer service. In addition, competition aml g hotels is increasing because of 
fue increasing global hotel industry developmen:i Therefore, it is crucial for hotels 
employees to emphasize the importance of serv Ice improvement for the business 
(Min & Min 1997). 
In the past three decades or more, custom ! rs ' satisfaction has been the main 
emphasized of traditional and contemporary studies of consumer behavior. 
Customers' satisfaction has widely been accep ed as the backbone of business 
sustainability (Margeson, & Krishnan, 2006; Mittal & Kamakura, 2001) . If 
5 
t 
customers evaluate their overall service experi,les favorably, it is likely that their 
satisfaction levels and willingness or readiness t@ repurchase will increase (Chiu et 
al., 2012; Jani & Han, 2013). Therefore, achiJving and maintaining customers' 
satisfaction is one of the greatest challenges }aced by management in service 
I 
industries (Yen, 2004). 
However, customers' satisfaction has all ays formally been elaborated as 
the feeling experienced of post consumption feer g of a product or service as well 
as the interactivity that occur at the point of se7 ice encounter between employees 
and customers (Anaza 2010). This creates an a
1
mosphere where satisfaction can 
also be measured at the point of service or as a r suit of the service encounter. This 
is known, as interactive marketing whereby a se ice marketing styles that occur at 
places like hotel checkout counters, bank teller counters, over the phone with an 
airline ticketing representative, or at restaurant s tting. 
In addition, customers' satisfaction has J ostly been observed only from the 
I 
customers' point of view (Hung & Wong, 1W07), without examining other 
I 
viewpoints. This one-sided depiction of satisfacI'on reduces the actual portrayal of 
what a service encounter entails (Anaza 2010). service encounter is defined as 
the dyadic interaction that occurs between a cust , mer and an employee, sometimes 
referred to as a service provider (Suprenant 1 Solomon, 1987) or an internal 
customer (Berry, 1981). This interaction represents the interpersonal relationship 
between internal and external customers during ~ exchange setting of some sort. 
Nevertheless, with all that is being said abor customers' satisfaction, social 
researchers have emphasized that a few resej rches exist that centers on an 
6 
employees' perception of customers' satisfacti+ (Hung & Wong, 2007; Anaza, 
2010) 
In the service industry, employees basiJany played an important part in 
I 
ensuring customers' satisfaction (Anaza 2010). Employees typically encounter a 
great variety of customers' requests, unexpected contingencies, and uncertainties 
arising from the substantial intrinsic human int+ ction in service delivery systems 
(Frei 2006, Fitzsimmons et al. 2014). EmploJYees are the first person whom 
customers interact with when making purchat g decisions and automatically 
become the face of the company (Stefanous & Sraniotis, 2003). Because of their 
own ability to observe customers behavior from such a close range, employees are 
able to influence the outcome of service encoun lers, including the instantaneity of 
satisfaction experienced by their customers. I employees can precisely act as 
proxies for customers' satisfaction, therefore em irical studies must concentrate in 
understanding employees' perception of customers' satisfaction (Davidson, 2003; 
Hung & Wong, 2007) Yet, only a few reselrch efforts have been made to 
understand customers' satisfaction using empll ees' perceptions (Anaza, 2010; 
He, et. al 2010; Mei & Li 2017) The lack of examination on this topic presents a 
major shortcoming within the satisfaction literl ture. Hence, this research will 
investigate the factors that influenced of ci stomers' satisfaction based on 
employees' perception in the hotel industry. 
7 
1.3 Research Questions 
Five research questions have been formulated to achieve the objectives of this 
study. These research questions are as follows: 






of customers ' satisfaction? 
D · · 1 . .I . h 1 . hi "h oes orgamzat10na service onentatlon as a re atlons p wit 
employees' perception of customL s' satisfaction? 
Does employee commitment hJ a relationship with employees' 
I 
perception of customers' satisfactfon? 
Does teamwork has a relationshirl with employees' perception of 
customers' satisfaction? 
Does service climate, organizatior l service orientation, employee 
commitment and teamwork infll ence employees' perception of 
customers' satisfaction? 
1.4 Research Objectives 
1.4.1 Main Objective 
The main objective of this study is to examine the relationship between service 
climate organizational service orientation, emplolyee ' s commitment and teamwork 
on employees' perception of customers' satisfacl on. 
8 
1.4.2 The Specific Objectives 
These specific objectives of this study are as follows: 






perception of customers' satisfaction. 
To determine the relationship Jetween organizational service 
orientation and employees' perceptiot of customers' satisfaction. 
To determine the relationship bel een employee commitment and 
employees' perception of customers' •Satisfaction. 
To determine the relationship be een teamwork and employees' 
perception of customers' satisfaction. 
To examine the influence of service climate, organizational service 
orientation, employees' commiJ ent, and teamwork towards 
employees' perception of customers' f atisfaction. 
Significance of the Study 
This study arms to investigate the relatioJ ship between service climate, 
. . 1 . . . 1 I . d k th orgamzat10na service onentatlon, emp oyee commitment an teamwor on e 
employees' perception of customers' satisfactioJ. Service activities performed by 
employees in hotel industries should be evaluatt precisely to obtain the level of 
services provided by these hotels. This study hor s to contribute some knowledge 
to all parties especially managers in hospitality industry for them to be successful 
I 
9 
in providing services and understand their cj stomers' needs and wants. This 
research will help hotel management to imprL e their service through service 
climate, organizational service orienlation, empt yee commitment and teamwork. 
In this relation, this study attempts to focus on employees' perception of customers' 
satisfaction in hotel industry. Studies have prot en that employees' perception of 
customers' satisfaction strongly relates to aotual customer satisfaction itself 
(Schneider & Bowen,1985, He et.al 2010). 
The important of customers' satisfaction r business profitability can never 
be overstated (Yi, 1990). Since firms are increasr gly looking for ways to improved 
customers' satisfaction, this study determines an alternative platform to capture 
customers' satisfaction from employees' per, on. The acquisition of customer 
information through employees' perceptions pr vide business managers with a 
faster assessment in measuring and enhancing customer service encounters. Using 
hi 1 · f , · £ · I r~ · . . t s a temat1ve measure o customers satis action, o 1ers practitioners a pragmatic, 
cheaper, and quicker means of ensuring that cu]slomers are always being satisfied 
during any service encounters. However, fe I research articles to date have 
examined the concept of employee perceptions of customer satisfaction (Davidson, 
I 
2003; Hung & Wong, 2007; Manning et al., 2or5 , Anaza, 2010, He et al, 2010). 
Therefore, there appears to be a growing demand for more documentable research 
I 
in this area. 
Next, this study attempts to provide the l ow ledge of how service climate, 
I 
organizational service orientation, employee eommitment and teamwork can 
improve customer satisfaction in the hotels indl stry. Specifically, this study also 
I 
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provides hotel managers ways to provide better lservice in future as well as to set 
their marketing plan and strategies in order to obtained customers' satisfaction. This 
research would also be useful to parties that are J lated to hotel industry in Malaysia 
specially to maintain hotel performance and rl ing. In addition, this study will 
help hotel managers to understand their custom !rs more in order to improve their 
service. 
Besides, organization might be able to identify factors that may affect 
customer satisfaction most. Organizations can ol tain valuable information in order 
to compete with their competitors and, hence r aximizing profit. Organizations 
should be aware about their customer satisfaction. When customers are satisfied 
with their service, this will create positive + rd-of-mouth and image of the 
organization. It is hope that this study would t rther contribute to the body of 
knowledge to the body of knowledge related to customers' satisfaction and be a 
valuable source information for the future resear , h related in this topic. 
I 
1.6 Scope of the Study 
This study focuses on four factors that influencl customers satisfaction based on 
employees' perception. These four factors aj service climate, organizational 
behavior orientation, employee commitment and teamwork. In this research, hotel 
employees are chosen as the subject of study be , ause of they played a significant 
role in their organization to deliver services to the customers. 
The dependent variables in this study is e1 ployees' perception of customers 
satisfaction while the independent variables, are service climate, organizational 
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service orientation, employee commitment an • teamwork. However, perv1ous 
study mostly focused on customer satisfaction r ew, which means that, previous 
researcher uses customers as their subject r measure level of customers 
satisfaction. Hence, this study, measures employees' perception of customers' 
satisfaction. This is because employees are clojer to customers while delivering 
services and hence, they know the behaviors of r stomer better. 
In addition, this study examines, the relationship between service climate, 
organizational service orientation, employee J mmitment and teamwork on the 
perception of hotel employees related to the cusJ mers satisfaction. Besides, it also 
I 
exammes the influence of service climate, ojganizational service orientation, 
employee commitment and teamwork towards the perception of hotel employees 
I 
related to the customers satisfaction. 
The list of hotels is obtained from the Taiping Municipal Council. The 
respondents are obtained from the staff direct1ry of each hotels that are under 
studied. These hotel employees were selected to be the respondents in this study 
because they are the individuals that deliver se~ ces to the customers and have 
direct contact with the customers. 
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1.7 Operational Definition of Key Terms 
There are several important of key terms need to be defined to facilitate a common 
understanding. The following operational definitions were used for all the variables 
I 
studied. These definitions are presented in Table 1.1 below. 
Table 1.1 








It can be defined as an overall positives assessment of 
performance related to the customers experience after using the 
service (Fornell 199f ; Anderson 1994). 
In addition, satisfaction is about the impression off customers 
feeling or emotions owards service quality in the hotel industry 
(Hansemark & Albi on 2004). 
satisfaction is viewed from the 
employees' point o view. 
Service climate refr s to the employees' perceptions related on 
the organizational policies, practices and procedures, which 
encourage a climatd that expects and rewards customer service 
and is related on tJe fundamental help given by organization 
through training, reJources, managerial practices, and assistance 
require petlonn efft tively (Schneider et al., 1998). 
An organizational service orientation refers to an organization 
wide embracemenl of a basic set of relatively enduring 
organizational poli ies, practices and procedures intended to 
support and reward service giving behaviors that create and 
deliver service exceilence 




Employee commitj ent is characterized as the psychological 
attachment felt by an individual for the organization. Committed 
a person trust in, t d accept, organizational goals and values. 
They need to stay ij the organization and commit themselves to 
give quality service for the benefit of the organization (Chen, 
2001) I 
Teamwork is clarit d as a capacity to work efficiently as an 
individual from grbup" is difficult to being successful in the 
workplace (Andre1 , 2011). 
1.8 Organization of the Study 
This study consists of five chapters. Chapter oJe explains the background of the 
study, research problem, research questions ald objectives, significance of the 
study, and operational definitions of the key l rms. Chapter Two explore past 
research literature on the dependent variables anl independent variables pertaining 
to the theoretical framework in this study. Chl pter Three explains the research 
design and the research methodology while Chl pter Four elaborates the findings 
and the results of the study. Finally, Chapjer Five discusses findings, the 




LITERATURE REr IEW 
2.0 Chapter Introduction 
In this chapter, the review literature is arrangedjaccording to dependent variables 
and independent variables. The first part of thi chapter discusses the dependent 
variable. The second part provide the literature rJ1ated to the independent variables 
( . 1· . . I . . I . I . d service c unate, orgamzatlona service onentatlon, emp oyee commitment an 
teamwork. 
2.1 Customers' Satisfaction. 
Since 1970, customers' satisfaction becomes a tbpic ofresearch for the past four 
decades (Parl<er & Mathews, 2001 ). There is still r need to discover the antecedents 
and consequences of customers satisfaction thr able to fit in today's business 
undertaking (Albayrak & Caber, 2015; Athanassopoulos & Iliakopoulos, 2003). 
Hence, the role of customers' satisfaction still l ntinues to be a central focus of 
marketing _concept in relation to pre-consumptit and post-consumption (Ameer, 
2014). Customers satisfaction is considered as the core for success business 
performance, profitability and competitive advf tage (Yeung, Ramasamy, Chen, 




2.1.1 Definition of Customers' Satisfaction 
Basically, from previous literature, there were , basic elaboration of satisfaction. 
First, it was suggested that satisfaction is an assessment process between a "pre-
consumption expectation" and the "post-consu, ption perceived performance" by 
comparing both aspects. For instance, Yi (1990) stated that customer satisfaction is 
a collective outcome of perception, assessment L d psychological reaction to the 
consumption expectation with a product or lervices. Kotler, (2000) defined 
satisfaction as a individual's feelings of delighJ or dissatisfaction resulting from 
differentiate a product's or service's perceived p~rformance or result in relation to 
his or her expectations. I 
Secondly, satisfaction was interpreted as an outcome of a consumption 
activity or experience (Cheng, 2011; Parker J Mathews, 2001). According to 
Varva (1997), satisfaction is not a universal inL dent and degree of satisfaction 
among those who experience a hospitality s[I rvice were not parallel. These 
situations could be clarified through different eeds fulfillment for customers, 
purposes and preceding experiences that stimul tes the customers' expectations. 
Varva (1997) defined satisfaction outcome froJ the experience of consumption. 
Another definition of customer satisfaction as ldefined by Oliver (1997) as the 
consumers' fulfillment response, the level to Wt · ch the degree of fulfillment is 
satisfying or unsatisfying. Oliver's definition was popular used in customer 




2.1.2 The Concept of Customer Satisfaction 
In the context of research undertaking, the conceptualization of customers' 
satisfaction was explained in various ways. It is important part to apply the right 
concept of customers' satisfaction because to avoid any distraction of performance 
result or outcome from target group. Most ff the definitions of customers' 
satisfaction in literature were process based on the evaluation process (Ameer, 
2014 ). This classification of definition concepJ alizes customers' satisfaction as 
cognitive components by adapting the ext tancy disconfirmation model 
(McMullan & O'Neill, 2010). Oliver {l r.80) studied the expectation 
disconfirmation paradigm of satisfaction theorT cal framework. He viewed that 
consumers differentiate post-purchase performance evaluation of products and 
services in opposition to pre-purchase expec!tions when judging satisfaction. 
Oliver (1980) further explained that satisfaction was a main function of standard 
and perceived discrepancy experience may happe at the certain of beginning point. 
In dd . . f . . d" fl . . . d h a 1t1on, a state o positive 1sco 1rmat10n 1s expenence w en 
perceived performance is more than customers' re-purchase expectation and the 
outcome is whether the customer is satisfied or dJlighted. Nevertheless, when post-
purchase performance is below than customers' pre-purchase expectation, it will 
result a negative disconfirmation that causes the customers to feel dissatisfaction 
(Loureiro, Miranda, & Breazeale, 2014). Next, customers' satisfaction concept 
under the process based is reflects to various l ement judgment pertaining to a 
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certain h"ansaction which is known as transactio, -specific satisfaction (Loureiro, et 
al., 2014; Koufteros, Droge, Heim, Massad, & l ickery, 2014). 
However, previous studies had recommended that cumulative satisfaction 
concept is more consistent with treatments j f customer satisfaction in both 
economy psychology and welfare economics (Jt hnson, Herrmann, & Gustafsson, 
2002). Study undertaken by Loureiro et al. (20 1r) had confirmed that cumulative 
perspective is a superior predictor of customer loyalty as well as result of previous 
studies. The significance of cumulative approach is that it takes benefit of aggregate 
series of occasions as well as measures and provides a reliable performance 
benchmark for making broad based comparison Johnson et al., 2002). 
Moreover, from a difference perspectiv , the satisfaction concept should 
I 
have both components which are cognitive and affective components in which they 
are not commonly exclusive components. Olivrr (1993) disagree that cognitive 
perspectives from satisfaction is still not adequately presented and incorporation of 
affective components into satisfaction concept l orn two affective states namely 
positive and negative effects in post consumptiol level was suggested. In addition, 
this satisfaction concept supported another reseaL her, for example, Koenig-Lewis 
I 
and Adrian (2014), Olsen (2002), Liljander and : trandvik (1997) and Dube-Rioux 
(1990). 
Next, Oliver (1997) clarify satisfactio as the consumer's fulfillment 
response, the level to which the degree of fulfillment is satisfy or unsatisfied. In 
this argumen~ Lin (2003) had concluded that ct tomer satisfaction was acquired 
from a cognitive and affective assessment by dir rentiate expected and perceived 
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I 
performance via multiple factors. In addition, Lin (2003) further describes that, 
when customer is dissatisfied, it shows that thl perceived performance is below 
than expected outcome. In contrast, if customer ii satisfied, it means, the perceived 
performance is exceeding expectation. The findings by Narteh and Kuada (2014) 
was supported by Lin's (2003) study. The cl ulative satisfaction concept was 
applied in the current study because it more acbeptable with suggested scope of 
population, more consistent (Johnson et al., 200L, more high prediction (Loureiro 
et al., 2014) and inclusive scope of satisfaction cL be evaluated through aggregate 
I 
series of occasions. j 
2.2 Employees Perception of Customers' latisfaction 
The focal point in this study is on employees' per tion of customers' satisfaction. 
Hence, a brief discussion on employees' percention of customers' satisfaction is 
necessary. Previous studies have found that therl is a strong relationship between 
employees' perception of customers' satisfaction and actual customers' satisfaction 
ratings (Davidson et al., 2001; Davidson, 2003). The similarity of both constructs 
is from the boundary-spanning role of the con ct employees in the firm, which 
I 
provide them the opportunity to regularly colllll!lunicate with external customers. 
This communication or other words interaction r es front-line employees better 
able to understand customer needs and problems[ especially needs stemming from 
service failures. Next, employees gain momenr customers feedbacks during 




or attitude to address needs and wants of custol ers based on moment to moment 
I 
feedbacks received (Bitner et al., 1994). 
In addition, previous research fmdinJ s have shown that employees' 
I 
perception of customers' attitude can be accurately convened through employees' 
behavior themselves. Schneider et al. (1980) found a significant correlation 
between customers and employees attitudes pe ining service quality across 23 
banking settings. In a replicated study, Schneider and Bowen (1985) found a similar 
significant correlation between employee an customer attitudes related to 
I 
customers service quality. From these outcomes, it can be concluded that the 
psychological, and organizational closeness bj tween customers and employees 
reduce the boundaries that were set up to keep customers and employees apart. 
Next, it also shows that the strength of similaritl between employee and customer 
attitudes and perceptions towards satisfaction (Schneider & Bowen, 1985). 
I 
Even though, many marketers and consumer behaviorists remain the focus 
I 
of any study is on customer satisfaction (Yi, 1990), researchers have suggested that 
I 
the identification of employees' perceptions, attitudes, and intentions ought to be 
considered in order to comprehend organizatio lal actions and customer attitudes 
(Schneider et al., 1980; Schneider & Bowen, 985). Importantly, in the service 
industry such as restaurants or dinning courts, e , ployees' perception of customer 
attitudes should be used, where it is somet, es impossible to acquire direct 
evaluation of the service quality or product performance (Davidson, 2000; 
Davidson et al., 2001 ). Therefore, this sort f suggestion has led to research 




human perception, according to Schneider et l (1980), they suggested that no 
human behavior can occur without the existence of people's perceptions. However, 
the notion of perceptions draws with its certain r riticism for being subjective and 
liable to human bias. Schneider et al. (1980) retiuffed the criticism by noting that 
people's perceptions reflect realistic and agreJable depictions of encounters in 
natural environments. 
According to Westbrook (1981), service providers tend to detect the same 
degree of satisfaction as a spill-over effect outcl me from a careful analysis of the 
employee's performance during the encounter, it is considered as customer are 
satisfied. Besides that, during employee-customel interaction, service providers can 
also detect the degree of customer satisfactiof based on customer's feedback 
(Bitner et al., 1994). For an example, there Js closeness between the service 
consumed by the end-user conswner and the s1 ice provided by the employee. 
2.3 Service Climate 
Service climate may be said as employees' imp+ sion based on the organizational 
policies, practices and procedures, which advocate a climate that expects and 
based on the fundamental help provided by organization through resources, 
training, managerial practices, and assistance re , uire to achieved successfully. In 
this line, service climate might be charactr as a person, beyond an 




meaningful to the person, more than in terms oj concrete organizational attribute. 
Hence, the benefit of service climate, remam on impression on individual 
employees, which impact individuals' behavior f agozzi,1992). 
However, Schneider and Bowen (1993) eontended that benefits of service 
climate may comprise of few practices which enL urage offering excellent quality 
service and making supportive conditions, for er le, efforts related to evacuate 
barrier to work and other human resource policiel Moreover, Shainesh and Sharma 
(2003) proposed that customer orientation, managerial practices and customer 
feedback is other facets of service climate. Custl mer orientation may be included 
as one aspect of service climate which is custoL er feedback. Therefore, service 
1. . d h hr . d. . I hi h . . C llllate lS suggeste to ave t ee mam llllens1or , W C are customer onentatlon, 
managerial support, and work facilitation. 
As indicated by Day (1994), customer orientation is characterized as setting 
hi h . 1· . . d I. d ·1· . d b th . a g mc mation on customers mterests, pro ucmg an uti izmg ata a out err 
customers, and making frameworks to follow ul on such data it incorporates the 
I 
segment of customers actions made by an employee in a way that supports and 
rewards delivery of quality service. Next, wol facilitation means delivery of 
quality supported by all working conditions, fol example basic human resource 
practices, directions, and collaboration regarding r orlonates. These dimensions are 
both correlated with each other as shown in Figl.flfe 1. Customer orientation is the 
fundamental dimensions of service climate wl ch ascertain the guidance and 
direction of service. Managerial support and woJ facilitation are the two "wheels" 






Dimensions of Service Climate 
Sources: He, Li, & Keung Lai, (2011) 
2.3.1 Dimension of service climate 
He, Li and Keung Lai, (2011) characterized diffJ ent dimensions of service climate 
I Th d . . f . 1·1 . . separate y. ese rmensions o service c llllate are customer onentatlon, 
managerial support and work facilitation. Thesl factors are used to identify the 
1 . hi b · 1· d I · c. · re ations p etween service c rmate an customers satls1actlon. 
I 
i. Customer Orientation 
I 
Customer orientation concern wii the needs of understanding 
customers' interests and needs and delivering suitable solutions 
I 
(Victoria, 2010). Victoria (2010) in her study state that to improve the 
level of service quality, the individj s must do things that understand 
and satisfy the needs of both interna1 customers and patients ( external 
customers) 
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Day (1994) defined that customer oriJntation means putting a high need 
· d · I d ·1· · ;_c · b on customer mterest, pro ucmg an ut1 izmg llllOrmatlon a out 
customer and making systems to f, llow up the infonnation. It also 
consists of actions to entertain customer feedback (Shainesh & Sharma, 
2003). Customer orientation is an inhividual-level construct that must 
be present if service organization's wL ts to be market oriented. 
I 
ii. Managerial Support 
Managerial support means an action t ken by an employee to guide and 
reward the delivery of quality serviae for example, objective setting, 
work planning, coordination, and r+ guition and rewards . (Schneider 
et al. 1998) 
iii. Work facilitation 
Work facilitation are all the working environment that support delivery 
of quality service, for instance, h~ resource practices, guidance, and 
collaboration with teammate. (Day, ~994) 
I 
Hence, from the above discussion, Hypothesis 1 ~s put forward as below. 
I 
HI: There is a significant relationship between slrvice climate and employee 
I 
perceptions of customer satisfaction. 
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2.4 Organizational Service Orientation 
Organizations, if they are to be better as compi d to their rivals in the market and 
achieve high performance as the values delivered to customers, it stems not from 
I 
individual activities of each service providing employee, but it is from the 
organizational activities of employees with th1 similar motivation related their 
. . I I Th C • • I I . . . . "d d orgamzat10na goa . ere1ore, orgamzat10na service onentation 1s cons1 ere as 
an important factor for organization (Gon+ ez & Garazo, 2006). Then, 
organizational culture plays a critical role in this laspect. Organizational culture has 
separate dimension pertaining to the various asr ct of an organization's existence 
(Clark& Mount, 2006). 
Human resource policies are signifit t factors that determines the 
superiority rather than competitor which is a construct considered as a institutional 
I 
support and culture (Alpkan, Bulut, Gunday, Ulusoy, & Kilic, 2010; Wu, Wang, 
Tseng, & Wu, 2009). Specifically, communit tion wifu bosses or workmates 
(MacMillan, Block, &Narasimha, 1986), powe I leadership (Kemelgor, 2002), 
internal collective cooperation (Comeche Loras, 2010; Stewart, 1989), 
implementation of organized systems (Chandler Keller, & Lyon, 2000) for human 
resources, should be regularly supported as org izational investments. (Sebora & 
I 
Theerapatvong, 2010). 
In addition, from resources-based view, ij is suggested that variations in the 
resources of companies determine the corporate l erformance (Huang, Chou, & Lee, 
2010; Lin, Lin, & Lin, 2010) and that the efl ctive use of resources plays an 
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important role in securing the strategic superiorir in a malket (Wemerfelt, 1984). 
In other words, the view clarifies that ifbusinesj create values in a unique way, it 
shows that the retention of superiority is achieve!' which cannot be simply replicate 
by competitors. It also indicates the significant of investment in and support for the 
human resources of a company. In this perspedtive, leading human resources to 
perform service-oriented behaviors and achieve positive performance by creating 
service-oriented culture at the organizational lr el is particularly significant in-
service industries is crucial. 
1 Hence, organizational service orientation is concerning the need for an 
organization's culture to be oriented among cultstomers and competitors (Lusch, 
Vargo, & O'Brien, 2007). Empirical research has indicated a few positive outcomes 
of organizational service orientation, such as ,· proving profitability (Lytle & 
I 
Timmerman, 2006; Yoon, Choi, & Park, 2007), and increased employees' 
I 
commitment (Kim, Leong, & Lee, 2005). In other words, organizational service 
orientation brings out employees' favorable t itudes and provide them with 
positive motivation pertaining to their job. Therefore, overall organizational 
improvement is crucial to be obtained thro~ h creating a service-oriented 
atmosphere. (Bettencourt & Brown, 1997). For example, Brown, Mowen, 
Donovan, and Licata (2002) specified that emplr yees' customer-oriented process 
is central to an organization's service orier ation. In addition, Schneider, 
Parkington, and Buxton ( 1980) also indicated thal a high correlation exists between 
employees' perception of service orientation and the customers' perception of 
overall service quality. In this relation, Lytle anf Timmennan, (2006), stated th.at 
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employees' experience with their own internal , + ice-oriented environment affects 
customers' overall service experience. 
Due to the current industry attribute J inseparability and intangibility, 
hospitality industry management must achieve t, organizational service orientation 
more carefully rather than management in ot er industries (Kim et al., 2005). 
Moreover, in the situation of service -oriented business, an example, as hotels, 
employees' hotels are service providers engagin in direct face-to-face encounters 
with their customer. Therefore, organizational service orientation that plays an 
essential role in controlling service quality is rel 
I 
tively more influential (Gonzalez 
& Garazo, 2006). In addition, customers obtat' satisfaction and perception of 
service quality totally through those employees with whom they are in personal 
contact, making it important to manage the such mployees' organizational service 
orientation throughout their job-fulfilling proces! (Homburg et al., 2002). 
2.4.1 Dimensions of Organizational Service f rientation. 
I 
Gonzalez and Garazo, (2006), Lytle et al., (1998) and Urban, (2009), found proved 
that organizational service orientation enables utl to differentiate four components 
of practices, which are service leadership, se ice encounter, human resource 
management and service system. Generally, a tudy by Lytle et al. (1998), the 
I 
current study divided the dimensions of organization service orientation into 
service leadership practices, service encou+ r practices, human resources 
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. d . I . management practices, an service system prar 1ces. These dimensions can be 
summarized in four elements as follows: 
i. Service Leadership Practices 
As mention by Spears, (1998), service leJdership is the crucial basis for the 
service attitude formed within organizatioL . It is also considered manager's 
efforts to improve service and sugglstion of vision. Organizations 
constantly spends time "in the field or "ot the floor" with both of customer 
and frontline employees will create m , re favorable work attitude and 
conditions in the organization. 
ii. Service Encounter Practices 
Service encounter practice refers to the c , mmunication between customers 
and employees. This concept enclosej employee empowerment and 
cooperation among teammate or workmar s. For instance, hotels staff who 
have a freedom and authority to act indepT dently on order to serve a quality 
service will be more motivated in perfo, ing their job tasks. 
iii. Human Resource Management • Practices 
H . 1 d I .. 1 'b .. uman resource practices are re ate to r cru1tmg emp oyees, JO trammg 
and service-related activities. Good humr resource management practices 
is organization will provide good incentives and rewards at all level of 
service quality and is not based on produi tivity alone. 
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iv. Service System Practices j 
The service system practice consists of p levention of service failure, service 
recovery, and make a good communication. These organization have 
excellent customer complaint handling J stem for service follow-up. 
I 
2.4.2 Service Orientation in The Hospitality Industry 
According to Kim et al., (2003, 2005), t s issue has been a point of interest 
to researchers and operators in the hotels indust because of the lack of scholarly 
research on service orientation in the hotel industry. Consequently, a service 
orientation phenomenon is important in the h, tel industry with a high level of 
dependence on human service committed empl yees has positive outcome on the 
service they offer to customers. (Culton, 1990). 
In addition, a service-oriented culture in hotel services will led customers 
have high expectations for the service, (Chen, 2011). In their studies of hotels, 
Gonzalez and Garazo (2006) and Lee (2007) id ntified service orientation, based 
on the study of Lytle, Hom, and Mokwa (1998), and Gonzalez and Garazo (2006), 
classified service orientation into four compon jnts which are service leadership, 
service encounter, human resource practices HRM, and service system. 
Hence, based in the discussion above, h] I othesis two is put forward. 
H2: There is a significant between organi ational service orientation and 
employees' perception of customers' satisfuctio1 . 
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2.5 Service Employee Commitment 
According to Bowen, (1996) and Bowen and Lkwler, (1992), service employees, 
must be satisfied, motivated and able to do their ~ob without organizational barrier 
if they are to serve great service to customers. H , wever, Bowen (1996) argued that 
firms need to help service employees for them to better serve customers. In this 
relation, managerial behaviors crucial shape organizational culture and that in 
world-class service operations managers leveri e intangible aspects of employee 
coaching and development. 
In relationship marketing paradigm, co itment is referred to as a central 
I 
concept (Dwyer, Paul & Sejo.1987; Morgan &T unt1994). It has been differently 
defined as an implicit or explicit pledge or relational continuity between exchange 
I 
partners (Dwyer et al.1987) or as the psycholo~cal attachment to an organization 
(Gruen, Summers & Acito, 2000). However, l the literature pertaining on the 
distinction between attitudinal and behavioral lommitment has some confusion 
(Meyer & Allen, 1997). According to Davis lnd Newstron (2001) employees 
experience a level or loyalty pertaining to his or Lr time with the organization, and 
I 
their willingness to constant participating or working with the organization. 
Organizational commitment refers to an emotio+ 1 connection tltat employees feel 
about his job. 
As mention by Gruen et al., (2000) an1 Verhoef, Franses and Hoekstra, 
(2000), commitment has been treated as a multil imensional construct. Meyer and 
Herscovitch (2001) found that despite the use lof not same labels considerable 
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research support has been constructed for J ee dimensions of commitment 
originally proposed by Meyer and Allen (1991) which are affective, continuance 
and normative and these dimensions are suitabl, of the target of commitment. 
Employee commitment means the psychological attachment felt by an 
I 
individual for the organization. They want to kerp in the organization and commit 
themselves to serve quality service on behalf lof the organization (Chen,2007). 
Employees are in the know whether their service are expected or not. Thus, 
employees must serve a great service to their chstomers (Liao & Chuang, 2004). 
Cusromer orientation, one of the dimensions of r e service climate, is a feeling of 
pride in having a place with an organization in r hich all department and a person 
work related the similar goal of fulfilling custo] ers. 
Moreover, Pesamaa and Hair (2007) stated there are two types of 
commitment which is interpersonal and inte lorganizational. They found that 
interpersonal commitment mediates the impa~t of believe and reciprocity on 
interorganizational commitment. It is a signif+ nce mechanism for establishing 
stronger relationships (Pesamaa & Hair, 20oy. To measure the strength and 
performance in a relationship between unit an an individual, it can overcome 
temporal difficulties which make a commitment as a acceptable parameter. 
Meyer, Becker and Vandenberghe (2004 concluded that commitment is a 
psychological state that distinguish an e loyees' relationship with the 
organization and effects the decision to staf or leave membership in the 
organization. In some situation, employees do J ot leave the organization because 
they do not want to leave because of high affec+ e commitment. 
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2.5.1 The Implications of Commitment 
Previous studies of commitment have put t uch concern on the effect of 
commitment on employee-turnover. However, what employees do on the job is a 
crucial, or more crucial, rather than whether thJ remain. The most significance is 
that it is hard to measure a direct relationship beL een employee commitment and 
customer satisfaction because there are a lot of intervening factors, for example, 
organizational climate or organizational suppol Lawler, Mohrman and Ledford 
(1995) concluded that commitment (and invol ement) have positive effects on, 
pertaining other things, productivity, quality and competitiveness. They also found 
that committed employees are more satisfied wi , their job and in tum with provide 
excellent service. 
2.6 The relationship Employee commitmJ t and Customer Satisfaction. 
I 
According to (Chen et al., 2002), in past litera1 , commitment has been found to 
be causally-related with employee performance. l mployees commitment provide a 
mental bond that motivate individuals to act in manner that are remain with the 
interest of the organization. In addition, Farha ,t al. (1998) found that employee 
commitment was positively related to saleJ performance. Cooperation or 
commitment to the organization can be advantakeous to customer satisfaction in 
two ways. Firstly, is to serve high quality service r customers, employees basically 
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being committed lo their organizations (Bof hoff & Tai~ 1996). Secondly, 
committed employees are satisfied with their tar and this sense of satisfaction is 
passed down to the customers (Ulrich et al., 1911). Thus, in this research purpose 
the third hypothesis as below. 
H3: There is a significant relationship between T rvice employee commitment and 
employees' perception of customers satisfa tion 
2.7 Teamwork 
Salas et al., (2005) defined teamwork outcomes las team effectiveness, a construct 
which consist fulfillment of work and quality o, team communication. The inputs 
of the teamwork consist the attributes of individr l group members for example, is 
their capabilities and past experiences describer by Fernandez et al. (2008). To 
clarify what every member give to teamwork process is when they put all these 
inputs more on expertise, and they should have knowledge and attitudes towards 
work. (Alonso et al. 2006). Next, for interrelate elements, facilitating coordinated 
performance (teamwork processes) should be pplied together with knowledge, 
skills, and attitude for desired team objective (teamwork outputs) such as in a 
practical case would be if an effective team mt mber, having commonality with 
workmate's responsibilities (knowledge). They must be able to spot lapses in their 
I 
action ( skill) and then ready to reach team outco es (attitude) and would serve the 
necessary back-up assistance (skill). These ·x interrelated dimensions of 
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knowledge, skills and attitudes appear in a pacJ ge of input that each of person in 
b hld . · ·1 I kin ... d group mem er S OU give Ill a partICU ar tear -wor g Situation IS terme as 
teamwork competencies (Woodruffe, 1993). 
2.7.1 Competencies of Teamwork 
Salas et al., (2005) produce the "big five" bl aviors that is of concern when 
teamwork processes are in progress. In addition, Alonso et al. (2006) and Baker et 
al. (2010) construct the "big five' teamwork p ocesses and inspected five skills 
required by individuals from a group. In the listed below is a description of 
teamwork competencies ("big five "competenciT ): 
i. Situation monitoring 
• Individuals have the ability to tk fellow members' as well as 
one's performance and identify ti e occurrence of any problem. 
ii. Mutual Support 
• To reach team goal, providing su, port, task assistance and back-up, 
an individual must work effectiv, 1y. 
iii. Leadership 
• Individuals are able to coordinate 1eam tasks and able to motive their 
b d . . I k . mem ers to pro uce a positive wr environment. 
iv. Adaptability 





• The person able to transfer a me+ ge properly, acknowledging and 
confirming the messages receiver-
Dimension of Teamwork Competencit 
I 
Team work competencies is related to the "big r ve" competencies put forward by 
Baldwin et al., (1999). They suggested teamwt rk need of surgical trainees and 
distinguished two other specific behaviors in such a way to enlarge the fifth 
competency "communication" exceed the p ocess or controlling messages 
efficiently. First, successful group members rI I ain their teammates and leader 
informed. Second is they look for guidance if I orking more than their efficiency 
levels. According to Rychen and Salganik (2000) the discrimination between skills 
a competency is blurry. It is real to differentiate re conceptual between the terms. 
Skill defines as the application of one's knowledge to fulfill work. In applying these 
skills, it takes an effective management of tJsk's components that consist of 
demonstrating skills as well as forming strategiJ . 
Next competencies distinguished with tJ mmates is given by Leggat (2007) 
who studied a successful group member in the hl lthcare industry. While the study 
emphasized on the circumstances of manageme1 teams, the research suggested an 
expanded model of competency dimension whir could nevertheless be considers 
relevant in other disciplines. Synthesized from tlie widely cited work of Spencer et 
I 
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al (1994), Leggat's model suggested four dime1sions of teamwork competencies: 
knowledge, skills, traits and motives as defined below: 
I 
i. Knowledge 
• A person has specific informr ion or learning. 
knowledge of team processes an1 objectives. 
ii. Skills I 
For example, 
• Showing abilities to perform a specific task. For example; 
leadership, listening skills, time- management skills. 
iii. Traits 
• A person has personal characteris jics, attitudes and disposition to act 
in a certain way. For example: self-confidence, respect for others. 
iv. Motives I 
• A person able to repeat thoughts and values that drive behavior, for 
example commitment to qualify dutput as well as ethical practices. 
Based on the discussion above, hypothesis four ii put forward as below; 
H4: There is a significant relationship between teamwork and employees 
I 
perception of customers satisfaction. 
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, 
2.8 The Variables of the Study 
Variable can vary in value, in direction or usualf y will vary in 1erms of magnitude 
strength. There are two different types of variables in descriptive and casual 
research which are dependent variables anJ independent variables. Hence, 
independent and dependent variables are narratf between each other (Zikmund et 
al., 2010). 
2.8.1 Dependent Variable 
In this study, employees' perception of custo, ers' satisfuction is the dependent 
variable. 
2.8.2 Independent Variables 
I 
The independent variables in this study are service climate, organizational service 
orientation, employees' commitment and team+ rk. 
2.9 Theoretical Framework 
According to Smyth (2004), research framework is a framework that is constructed 
from a combination of a wide range of be11•lef, view and theories that help 
researchers to examined problems develop the question and search for relevant 
literature. Theoretical framework is a crucial par in any research. This is because 
it helps researchers to know the relationship bej een the factors that are essential 
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in the research problems. Research framework includes the relationship between 
dependent variable (DV) and independent variables (IV). In other words, DV will 
rely on independent variable (IV) and (DV) a+ do not change the (IV). ht this 
study, there are four (IV's) and one (DV). The (r V) is "Employees' Perception on 
Customers' Satisfaction". The (IV) in this study consist of four factors which are 
service climate, organizational service orientar on, employee commitment, and 
teamwork. The theoretical framework of this res arch is presented in the Figure 1.1 










Theoretical Framework of the Research 
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2.10 Hypotheses of Study 
The hypotheses of this study are as follows: 
Hypothesis 1: 
There is a significant relationship betwer service climate and employees' 
perceptions of customers satisfaction. I 
Hypothesis 2: 
There is a significant relationship } etween organizational service 
orientation and employees' perception o i customers' satisfaction. 
Hypothesis 3: 
There is a significant relationship betwr employees' commitment and 
employees' perception of customers' satisfaction. 
Hypothesis 4: 
There is a significant relationship b+ een teamwork and employees 
'perception of customers' satisfaction. 
Hypothesis 5: 
There is a significant influence of servir climate, organizational service 
orientation, employees' commitment, and teamwork towards the 
employees' perception of customers' satif faction. 
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2.11 Chapter Summary 
This chapter discusses the literature pertaining T this study. It discusses concepts, 
theories and other research literatures related to the independent variables and the 
dependent variable of 1he study. The literature t plained in this chapter provide a 




3.0 Chapter Introduction 
This chapter focuses on the procedures and m thodology that are used for data 
collection of the study. This chapter explains rer arch design, measurements, data 
collection procedures, data analysis techniques d others. This chapter consists of 
eight parts which are: (1) Research Design, (Q) Population and Sampling, (3) 
I 
Questionnaire Design, (4) Measurement of Studr (5) Data Collection Method, (6) 
Pre-Test, (7) Pilot Test and (8) Data Analysis S ategy and (9) Conclusion 
3.1 Research Design 
This study is a quantitative research where it is associated with hypothesis testing 
where individual respondents represent a l t of analysis to examine the 
relationship between two or more factors. To Jnderstand on the attributes of the 
variables on this study, the descriptive analy1· s was conducted. This research 
examined the relationship between independent ariables and dependent variable. 
The independent variables are service climate, rganizational service orientation, 
employee commitment and teamwork while the dependent variable is employees' 
perception on customers' satisfaction. This study uses quantitative research 
approach because it is more reliable to look at ! e relationship between variables. 
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Kumar (2010) defined research design as a ded iled sketch and analytical strategy 
of completing a research in answering eacl research question validly and 
I 
accurately. It is blue print to enumerate the formj lities and practices for assembling 
and analyzing the needed information. When conducting this research, the 
d .. h. d b .. lfu1 · .h. h 1· hi escnptlve researc 1s use to o tam meanmg ms1g ts mto t e re atlons p 
among variables, validate relationship, finalizinJ results and test the significance of 
the hypothesis. I 
In this research, data were collected through the distribution of 
questionnaires and analyzed through quantitati e measure. Numeric values were 
collected from the responses of the questionnaj es which can be used in statistical 
computation using Statistical Package for f e Social Sciences (SPSS) and 
hypothesis testing (Zikmund et al, 2010). According to Sekaran (2003), it is stated 
that research method is used as a technique to ~ nduct research in collecting the 
data, analysis data, evaluate the accuracy o~ the data on the research. The 
questionnaire were distributed to respondents to examine the effect of service 
climate, organizational service orientation, emp oyee commitment and teamwork 
on the hotel employees' perception of customers satisfaction. It sought to describe 
whether there is a positive or negative relaf onship between service climate, 
organizational service orientation, employee cor mitment, and teamwork on hotel 
employees ' perception of customers' satisfactio · . 
Six-point Likert scales are used to meas~ e all items in the questionnaire. 
Likert scales are used to measure employees ' perception of customers ' satisfaction. 
The main reason of using six-point scales i to decrease confusion on the 
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respondents because the respondents are neJded to answer all the items in 
questionnaire per range scales from "extremely bisagree" to "extremely agree". A 
pilot test was also conducted to test the reliabilitt on the items in the questionnaire. 
3.2 Unit of Analysis 
Unit of analysis defines who and what that are bbing studied in a research. It is the 
main entity that is being analyzed in a study. In social research, the characteristic 
unit of analysis contains individuals, group, soci 1 organization, and social artefact. 
In other words, the unit of analysis is when the researcher states whether a study 
will collect data about individual, organization, department, a group of organization 
or industry. In this research hotel employees were selected as the unit of analysis. 
This unit is selected because it is most suitable rT pondent for this research because 
they directly interact with the customers. 
3.3 Population and Sampling 
Zikmund et., al., (2010) defined that the popu ation is a feature of objects that 
researchers are interested to be studied upo but it is unreasonable for the 
researcher to obtain all members in the pop lation. Therefore, a population 
sampling was used because it is a process to r oose a smaller group from the 
population for the primary purpose of statistical analysis. On the other hand, Lohr 
(2009) clarified that the target population are th! group of people where complete 
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collection of observation in relation to the research was taken. In this research, the 
sample from population will be selected from f tel employees in Taiping, Perak. 
The total number hotels in Taiping are fifty-:fiive with a total number of 6325 
I 
employees. 
3.3.1 Sample Size 
According to Korsnick (1999), a sample of ell ments (e.g., hotel employees) is 
drawn from a well-defined population (e.g., h+ l employees in Taiping, Perak). 
The number of sample size can be determinecil by using the table provided by 
Krejcie and Morgan (1970) that simplifies the drocess of sample size formula for 
determining the study population. The sample Lze according to this table is 364 
I 
respondents for 6325 population size. 
Table 3.1 I 
Krijcie and Morgan Populati0n Table 
I 






Source: Krejcie and Morgan (1 970) 
I 
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3.3.2 Sampling Design 
This research is conducted, by taking respondenJs from fifty-five hotels in Taiping. 
The population of the study comprised of emplo . ees in these hotels. In addition, to 
collect data more effectively, the questionnaires were distributed by using random 
sampling method whereby the samples that is s . lected are based on the list of the 
employees of the hotels in Taiping. 
3.4 Questionnaire Design 
Questionnaire is one of the most popular methotl that is used to collect data from 
respondents with series of question and other pri mpts. Zikmund (20 IO) stated that 
questionnaire method of collection data is faster and effective as compared to 
I 
interview and verbal survey. 
In this research, the questionnaire used a J1ose-format whereby a scale from 
(1) "extremely disagree" to (6) "extremely disaJ ee" is being used for respondents 
I 
to choose. By using this format, the research~r is able to obtain valuable and 
appropriate information and reduce time in ans-{vering the questionnaire because 
the respondents were asked to choose an answJ that closest to their view. There 
are 58 questions in the questionnaire. The qu, stionnaire was divided into two 
sections. Section A contains eight demographic questions while section B contains 
50 questions that are related to the dependent ~nd independent variables. These 
questions are related to service climate, organizational service orientation, 
I 
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The Summary of questionnaire construct 





Organizational Service Orientation 
Employee Commitment 
Teamwork 
Employee Perception on 
Customer Satisfaction 








Section A: Item 1-8 
Section B: 1-12 
Section B: 13-31 
Section B: 32- 36 
Section B: 37-43 
Section B: 44-50 
Hair, Bush and Ortinau (2009) explained that thr measurements used in a study is 
the method to determine the total of information about person, thought and objects 
of interest to identify the problem or any opportunity in the industry. Based on the 
results of the measurement, the researcher is ab~e to explain and make conclusion 
to answer the research questions. 
In this study, the Likert Scale measureJ ent will be used to calculate and 
analyses the outcome. The Likert Scale measl ement is the most popular used 
I 
method because this scale allows respondents to give and rate their responds based 
I 
on their agreement, either extremely agree or ex I emely disagree, with the ranking 
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from very negative and very positive attitudf towards a topic and an object 
(Zikmund et. al., 2010). Table 3.3 below shows tr Likert scale range measurement 

















Source: Zikmund et. al., (20 i 0) 
3.5.1 Measurement of Construct 
The data in this study were analyzed using "Statistical Package for Social Science" 
version 2.0 to ensure that the questions are and J pable to achieve all the objective. 
The questionnaires were adapted from a trusted r urce based on previous research 
on employees' perception of customers' satisfacJion. Table 3.4 shows the variable 




Summary of Measurement of Construct 
Construct No. Oflt, ms Sources and Year 
Service Climate 12 I He, Li, and Lai (2010) 
Organizational Service Orientation 19 
Employee Commitment 5 
Teamwork 7 
Employee Perception on Customer 7 
Satisfaction 
Jung, and Yoon (2013). 
Ellinger et al (2013) 
Paguio and Jackling 
(2016). 
He et al (2010) 
Anaza, (2010). 
The items that were used to measure service climate is adapted from He, Li, and 
I 
Lai (2010). These items are as shown in Table 3.5 
Table 3.5 
Service Climate 
• My hotel has a clear idea of our customers' ~eeds. 
• High quality service is emphasized as the bl est way to ensure customers in 
my hotel. 
• The hotel defined its services provided fro1 a customer's perspective. 
• We are informed about customer' s evaluation of the quality of our services. 
• My hotel always gives us feedback about cih.stomer complaints quickly. 
• The hotel management support when I corlie up with new ideas on how to 
improve customer service. j 
• The hotel management encourages me to pliovide high quality services. 
• The hotel management is always responsive to my requests to assist in doing 
the job. 
• The hotel management is committed to improving service within our 
organization. 
• I got enough support from my friends to do lmy job well. 
• Ifl perform job well, i receive appropriate liecognition and reward. 
• I have access to my information when I need it to do my work. 
Sources: He, Li, & Lai (2010) 
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The items that were used to measure organizatit nal service orientation is adapted 
from Jung and Yoon (2013). These items are as rhown in Table 3.6 below. 
Table 3.6 




















My hotel often spend time with customers • d employees . 
My hotel always provides information abo1t the importance of service . 
My hotel always measures the quality of sef".ice we provide . 
My hotel shows that they care about the service . 
My hotel provides resources to improve th ability of employees to provide 
excellent services. 
Management gives input and personal leadership to create quality services . 
Basically, I believe, this hotel exists to meet customer needs . 
Employees have the freedom and power t o act on their own to provide 
excellent service. 
Employees care for customer because they I ant to be appreciated . 
Employees will reach the best for customerf . 
Our hotel looks friendlier and more courteous than our competitors . 
Workers do their own way to ease customer discomfort . 
My hotel provides excellent incentives and rewards at all levels for service 
quality. 
The hotel gives recognition to the staff who' provide excellent service . 
Each employee receives a personal skills training that enhances his ability to 
provide high quality services. I 
Our hotel has excellent customer complaint handling system for follow-up 
service. I 
Our hotel offers every customer a clear assrance service . 
Our hotel strives to avoid having problems ronfronting customers . 
Our hotel enhances our service capabilities using technology . 
Sources: Jung & Yoon (2013). 
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The items that were used to measure emplo~ee commitment is adapted from 
Ellinger, et. al., (2013). These items are as shown r Table 3.7 
Table 3 .7 
Emplayee Commitment I 
• I think my future is closely related to this hf tel. 
• I feel very committed to this hotel. 
• I have similar value with those of this hotel. 
• I am proud to tell others that I am part oft 1· s hotel. 
• I really care about the fate of this hotel. 
Sources: Ellinger, et. al., (2013) 
The items that were used to measure teamwlrk is adapted from Paguio, and 
I 
Jackling (2016). These items are as shown in Taple 3.8. 
Table 3.8 
Teamwork t 
• I undenmmd that my wo,-k perlormance wil. affect the wo,k of othcr. 
• I have the attitude of helping others to wor~. 
• I am willing to work in teams. 
• I can lead my team when needed. 
• I respond promptly to the request of a colleague immediately. 
• I can work well with different friends of pet½;onality. 
• I will give you the expected idea of the timd required. 
Sources: Paguio, & Jackling (2016). 
I 
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The items that were used to measure emplt yees' perception of customers' 
satisfaction is adapted from He, et. al., (2010); 1aza (2010). These items are as shown in Table 3.9. 
Table 3.9 
Employee Perception on Customer Satisfaction 
• Overall, my customers are satisfied with m service. 
• My customers are given high quality servicb. 
• My customers are happy to deal with our h6tel. 
• Through past experiences, I feel the hotel I customers are satisfied with the 
services provided. 
• Based on my interactions with customers, l lfeel satisfied with our service. 
• The customer experience with this hotel is ~omething that they love. 
• This hotel always emphasizes customer satilsfaction. 
Source: He, et al., (2010); Anaza, (2010) 
3.6 Data Collection Methods 
In this study, data were collected from employeeJ of from hotels located in Taiping, 
Perak because of it well known for tourist attrat on destination. In total, Taiping 
has there are 44 hotels and 11 resorts, (Taipinl Municipal Council, 2018). The 
questionnaires will be given to the of employee of these hotels in Tai ping randomly 
I 
(44 hotels and 11 resorts). 
In this study, 450 questionnaires were dil tributed by using simple random 
I 
sampling method. It took a duration of four weeks to distribute all the 450 sets of 
questionnaires. However, only 421 questionnairt s were returned. In addition, 29 
questionnaires were missing, and 57 questionna' es were not fully answered and 
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therefore invalid. Therefore, only 364 questiot a ires were useable for analysis. 
Figure 3 .1 below shows the procedure of data cl llection. 
• Prepare and translate the questionnaire. 
• Checked by authorized panel. 
• Pre Test and modification of questionnairc:r. 
I 
• Sent an official letter to HR Manager to obtain permission to conduct this survey 
• Pilot test and anal sed. I 
• Follow up and recieved feedback from pJrson in charge on the permission to conduct 
I 
survey. 
• Distribute questionnaire to the selected respondents using simple random method 
• Follow up and received feedback from rd ondents. 
•Obtained questionnaire from each ofhotei 
• Analyzed data. I 
Figure 3.1 
Procedure of Data Collection. 
3. 7 Pre-Test 
Sekaran and Bougie, (2010) and Babbie (2005) f ncourage researchers to pre- test 
their questionnaires because it is useful to ensure that there will be no problem with 
wording or scales used in the questionnaire. Th+ fore, in this study, a pre-test was 
conducted to determine the reliability and validr y of the final questionnaire. The 
first pre-testing involved the questionnaire being given to lecturers form the School 
Business Management, Universiti Utara Malays a. The purpose of this first pre-
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testing is to evaluate the design and format of tlie questionnaire which include the 
I 
spelling, grammar, layout, sequences and languages used. This process focusses on 
face validity as well as the content validity in he questionnaire. These lecturers 
I 
were selected according to their proficiency and knowledge in this field. As a result, 
I 
from the pre- testing procedure, found the ior mistakes were found and then 
corrected accordingly. 
3.8 Pilot Test 
The main purpose of a pilot test is to examine thl reliability of the scale items used 
I 
in a research measurement instrumentation befor e the collection of the main data 
being implemented. Zikmund (2010) stated tha the pilot test assembles from the 
respondents that is similar to ilia! of the real s1 dy. In this study, a pilot test was 
conducted among the hotel employees' hotel f Taiping. Fifty employees were 
chosen to participate in this pilot test to ensurr the respondents understand the 
questions in the questionnaire. In addition, potential error like spelling and grammar 
I 
are being looked for in this pilot test. By doing , s, the researcher can decrease the 
risk of any mistakes in the real study as well a to improve the research survey 
before implementing it on large scale. The respoj dents who participated in the pilot 
test were removed from the list of respondents far the real study survey. 
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3.9 Data Analysis Strategy 
The data collected were analyzed using SPSS software. Several tests were 
conducted such as the reliability analysis is usJd to test validity goodness of the 
measure and descriptive statistics was condudted to test the characteristics of 
individuals and independent samples. Correlatioh analysis was used to examine the 
relationship between the independent variablel and dependent variable. Lastly, 
multiple regression analysis was conducted Jo examine the influence of the 
independent variables on the dependent variable. 
3.9.1 Reliability Test 
Reliability test is used to examined consistency ar d stability of the data in the study. 
According to Beck, (1994) reliability is the level to which measures are free from 
errors which yield inconsistent results (i.e. tJ e consistency of a measurement 
procedure). The instrument is considered reliablf if a measurement tool or method 
consistently assigned the same score to persons or objects with equal values. 
Coefficient alpha is the most commonly used 
I 
ethod of assessment of internal 
consistency. There are three different measures of coefficient alpha and the most 
popular measurement is Cronbach's coefficient l lpha. Cronbach's alpha provides 
:::: o~ :e(:::::::~ :: ~::.,~: 1:::e 0:::h :~~=::~ra~l::: 
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I 
acceptable reliability value ranges from .70 to -y· 
Table 3.10 
Internal Consistency Measurement 








Source: Gliem and Gliem (2003) 
Based on Table 3 .11, the results indicate that the Cronbach 's Alpha value obtained 
for both pilot test and the real test are more th~n 0.7 (between 0.917 and 0.949). 
This indicates that all the items are reliable. 
Table 3.11 
















Pilot t est Real Test 






3.9.2 Normality Test 
Normality test is used to know the distribution pf data as whole in this study. The 
normal Q-Q plot is a prefer option to indicate the data collected are normal. It is 
suitable when 1here is small sample size. An r ltemative graphical technique of 
evaluating normality is the histogram. When d1ta points lie close to the line with 
an obvious non-linear pattern coming away from the line, it is considered normally 
I 
distributed. Moreover, Q-Q plot are utilized to identify how good a theoretical 
distribution draws the empirical data (Park, 20~6). In 1his study, normality test is 
used to indicate the normality of dependent t riable and the four independent 
variables. 
3.9.3 Descriptive Statistics 
According to Patel (2009), descriptive statisti, are normally used to explain 1he 
variables and was conducted by analyzing on.e variable at a time (univariate 
I 
analysis). Besides, descriptive statistic also sui aries data about the sample and 
measures. In this study, descriptive is used l terpret the characteristics of the 
population or sample pertaining to their demogrj phic background, such as gender, 
age, ethnic group, religion, marital status, inconie statement, duration service, and 
I 
level of education. 
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3.9.4 Factor Analysis 
According ro Sekaran, (2003), the aim of cond+ ting facror analysis is to decrease 
a number of variables from a much larger set of items that raised in the 
questionnaires to a meaningful, interpretable, antl manageable factor for predicting 
the dependent variable. Hence, factor analysis l as used in this study to examine 
items that constitute the similar ideas already sJ rch by other items, renderings the 
redundancy and unnecessary. If these characte1 stics occur, these items can be left 
out, otherwise a certain other item may carry , ut based on the generate of new 
ideas. (Hair et. al., 2006). 
Therefore, the use of factor analysis can lead to a more concrete factor 
(dimension) that can further be used in other J gher-level analysis. For example, 
multiple regression analysis, which is to exaj ine the correlation between the 
variables in the studied relationships. In another alternative, using a varimax 
method can be used to execute to analyze the exploratory principle component 
analysis and orthogonal rotation. 
Next, to verify that the items in this study ar relevant for factor analysis, six 
characteristics need to be achieved. These criteria are: 
I 
1) Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy (MSA) is more 
than 0.50. I 
2) Bartlett's test of sphericity is minimum 1ignificant at 0.05. 
3) Anti- image correlations of items should r more than 0.50. 




5) The minimum requirement of factor loal ing (cut-off) is 0.50 for each item, 
6) the eigenvalues are greater than 1.0. 
In the process, of illustrate the factors, only loading of 0.50 or higher on one 
factor and 0.50 or lower on the other factor (cross-loading) were considered (Hair 
et. al., 2006). Any items that does not achi ,ve any characteristic of the six 
assumptions must then be rejected. 
3.9.5 Pearson Correlation Analysis 
Pearson Correlation was appropriate for use to 
1
examine the relationship between 
the two variables. In addition, correlation co fficient exposed magnitude and 
direction of relationships which are preferable for hypothesis testing. In this study, 
I 
Pearson correlation were used to test the relationship between the independent 
I 
variables (service climate, organizational service orientation, employee 
commitment and teamwork) and the dependent r riable (employees' perception of 
customers' satisfaction). This is line with the suggestion made by (Gogtay and 
I 
Tahtle, (2017). 
Hair et. al., (2009) establish a Person cok elation coefficient scale to better 
understand about the scale. According to the T+ e 3.13, the r- value range from -
1.00 to + 1.00, the value of r equals -1.00 will indicate a perfect negative correlation 
I 
while the value of r equals + 1.00 represent a perfect positive correlation which 
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mean there are perfect link between two va:·'ables. If there is no relationship 
between the two variables, the r value will equa to 0. 
Table 3.12 I 
Pearson Correlation Coefficient Sca~e 






Source: Hair et al (2009) 
Very weak telationship 
Weak relationship 
Moderate r, lationship 
Strong relationship 
Very strong! relationship 
3.9.7 Multiple Regression Analysis 
Multiple regression is a statistical technique I at identify the influence of the 
several independent variables on the dependent variable. In this study, regression 
analysis was used to determine the influence , f service climate, organizational 
I 
service orientation, employee commitment and 1famwork (independent variables), 
on the employees' perception of customers' satijfaction ( dependent variable). 
3.10 Chapter Conclusion 
In this chapter research methodology, including research design, unit of analysis, 
population and sampling, questionnaire desigµ, measurement of study, data 
I 
collection method, Pre-test, Pilot test, and data analysis strategy are being 
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explained. A total of five constructs were usJ in this study, which are service 
I 
climate, organizational service orientation, emp oyee commitment, teamwork and 





4.0 Chapter Introduction 
This chapter presents the overall findings of the study. In this study, 450 
questionnaires were distributed. However, only l421 questionnaires were returned. 
The data of this research were presented using le follow topics. 
I 
1. Response Rate 
ii. Normality Test 
iii. Demographic Data Respondents 
1v. Factors Analysis 
v. Reliability Analysis 
v1. Mean and Standard Deviation 
vii. Regression Analysis 
4.1 Response Rate 
In this study, 450 questionnaires were distributed randomly to respondents and only 
421 questionnaires were returned. However, 29 questionnaires were missing, and 
57 questionnaires were not fully answered. Thus 364 questionnaires were useable 
to be analyzed in this study. The rate of useabl responses is 86.46%. Table 4.1 









Rate ofUseable Response 








According to Hair et al (2009), normality is the sr ape of the data distribution for an 
individual metric variable and it correspond tm the normal distribution. In this 
research, the results of the normality Quantile-QJantile plot were used to determine 
graphically whether the data collected this is !normal or not. According to the 
I 
Quantile-Quantile plot, the data will be consij ered normally distributed, if the 
points are closed to the diagonal line. In conj ast, the data will be considered 
abnormally distributed if the points are far away from the line. 
The result of the normality test is shoJ n in Figure 4.1 until Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.1 
Normal Q-Q Plot of Service Climate 
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Normal Q-Q Plot of Organizational Service Orientation 
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Figure 4.3 I 
Normal Q - Q Plot of Employee 1ommitment 
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Normal Q-Q Plot of Teamwork 
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4.3 Descriptive Statistic of Data 
The purpose of descriptive data is to examine, def cribe and summarize the primary 
characteristics of the data collected from a quantitative study (Cokes & Steed, 
2007). Descriptive statistic is to assist in anacyzing data that is related to the 
I 
demographic background of the respondents. [t is important to gain accurate 
I 
information to identify differences among gender of respondents, age, ethnic group, 
religion, marital status, income statement, duration of services, and education level. 
4.3.1 Gender of Respondents 
The gender ofrespondents is shown in Table 4.2 majority of the respondents in this 
I 
study are male (206 respondents or 56.6%) and the remaining (158 respondents or 
43.4%) are female. 
Table 4.2 
Gender of Respondents 












4.3.2 Age Group of Respondents 
Table 4.3 shows the age group ofrespondents. Tfe highest number ofrespondents 
is between 21 to 30 years old (193 respondents or 53%). Next, the second group of 
respondents are from the age group of 31 to 40 years old (74 respondents or 20.3%), 
followed by the age group of below 20 years dld (46 respondents of 12.6%). In 
addition, there ae 33 respondents from age grou,p 41-50 years old (9.1%) and the 
lowest number age group ofrespondents is above 50 years old (18 respondents or 
4.9%). 
Table 4.3 
Age Group of Respondents 
Age Group No. of Respondents Percentage (%) 
Below 20 46 12.6 
21-30 193 53 
31-40 74 20.3 
41-50 33 9.1 
Above 50 18 4.9 





4.3.3 Ethnic Group of Respondents 
The ethnic group of respondents are shown in Table 4.4. The highest number of 
ethnic groups are Malays which are 214 respondents (58.8%). Next, Chinese with 
82 respondents (22.5%) and followed by Indian, 61 respondents or (16.8%) and 
I 
Other ethnic group 7 respondents (1.9 %). 
Table 4.4 
Ethnic Group of Respondents 
Ethnic Group No. of Responderts Percentage(%) 
Malay 214 I 58.8 
Chinese 82 22.5 
Indian 61 16.8 
Others 7 1.9 
Total 364 100 
4.3.4 Religion of Respondents 
Based on the results in Table 4.5, most respondents are Muslims (217 respondents 
or 59.6%), Buddhists (67 respondents or 1~.4%), followed by Hindus (49 




Religion Group of Respondents 


















Table 4.6 shows that marital status ofrespondents. Majority of the respondents are 
single (212 respondents or 58.4%), followed by married respondents (147 
I 
respondents or 40.4%) and divorced (5 respondents or 1.4%). 
Table 4.6 
Marital Status of the Respondents 
Marital Status No. of Respondents Percentage (%) 
Single 212 58.2 
Married 147 40.4 
Divorced 5 1.4 
Total 364 100 
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4.3.6 Income Monthly of Respondents 
Based on Table 4. 7, majority ofrespondents who !had a monthly income ofRMlO0 1 
- RM1500 are 191 respondents (52.5%). This ij followed by respondents having 
below RMlO00 (101 respondents or 27.7%). Ih addition, respondents having a 
I 
monthly income of RM1501 - RM2000 are 52 respondents (14.3 %). Next, 
respondents with monthly income of RM2001 - RM2500 and RM 2501 - RM3000 
I 
are 8 respondents (2.2%). Lastly, respondents with monthly income of above 
RM3000 are 4 respondents (1. 1 % ). 
Table 4.7 
Monthly Income of Respondents 
Income Monthly (RM) No. ofRespondehts 
I 






















4.3. 7 Duration of Service of Respondents 
According to Table 4.8, majority ofrespondent1 have worked from below 5 years 
which are 262 respondents (72%). In addition, r respondents (25.5%) have been 
working for about 6 years to 10 years and follor ed by 5 respondents (1.4%) who 
have worked for 11 years -15 years. The only four respondents ( 1.1 % ) have worked 
I 
for above 15 years. 
Table 4.8 
Duration Service of Respondents 
Duration of Service No. of Responde1 ts Percentage (%) 
Below 5 years 262 72 
6 years - 10 years 93 25 .5 
11 years - 15 years 5 1.4 
Above 15 years 4 1.1 
Total 364 100 
4.3.8 Education Level of Respondents 
I 
Based on Table 4.9, most respondents have PMR/SPM as their highest education 
level with numbers of respondents of 194 + pondems (53.3%) followed by 
Diploma/STPM holders with 128 respondents (35.2%). In addition, Degree level 
I 
respondents are 33 respondents (9.1 %), and 8 respondents (2.2%) for other level of 
education and only 1 respondent (0.3%) have ML ter/PHD education level. 
11 I 
Table 4.9 
Highest Education Level of Respondents 
Highest Education Level No. of Responder ts 



















Goodness of measure is that the validity and reliability of the measures used 
(Sekaran, 2003). In this study, to examine the Joodness of measure were used in 
two methods, were used which are reliability aJalysis and factor analysis. Factor 
analysis was executed to identify ilie inter-co, lation between tlte items in each 
factor and a reliability test was conducted to sper fy how good the individual items 
of each variable were measuring the similar coi truct. 
This study used principal component analysis and the varimax rotation 
I 
method to conduct factor analysis. Besides that, it examined reliability by 
evaluating the internal consistency of the items representing each construct using 
I 
the regularly used Cronbach's alpha (Hair et al., 2006). The findings of the factor 




4.4.1 Factor Analysis 
Factor analysis was executed to ensure the element of the idea that have been 
operationally characterized, and also to recognize which of the items were the most 
proper for each element (establishing construct validity) (Sekaran 2003). 
Generally, 1D perform factor analysis, sf attributes required 1D achieve to 
guarantee that the items in the study are proper for factor analysis. The attributes 
are (1) the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy (MSA) is 
above 0.50, (2) the Bartlett' s test of sphericity is at least significant at 0.05, (3) the 
anti-image correlations of the items must be mo~e than 0.50, ( 4) the communalities 
of the items are more than 0.50, (5) the ~um requirement of factor loading 
(cut-off) is 0.50 for each item, and (6) the eigenvalues are greater than 1.0. In the 
process of illustrate the factors, only a loading of 0.50 or higher on one factor and 
0.50 or below on the other factor (cross-loadn;ig) were considered (Hair et. al., 
2006). 
Factor analysis were executed independ, ntly for all study variables related 
to Service Climate, Organization Service Orientation, Employee Commitment, 
Teamwork and Customer Satisfaction. Factors that had been cleaned were then 
translated and named. Next, reliability tests weri completed after factor analysis. 
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4.4.1.1 Factor Analysis of Service Climate 
To examine the service climate factors among +otels employee in Taiping, Perak 
Malaysia, principal component exploratory factor analysis was executed to evaluate 
the validity of the service climate construct and to identify the possibilities 
groupings of the service climate items. In this sl dy, service climate was measured 
using 12 items. 
Next, for acceptable construct validity, r is suggested that all items must 
have at least factor loading of0.50 on its hypoth1sized construct (Hair et al. 2006). 
In this study, no items were removed since aU the items are considered valid 
I 
because the value for each item are above 0.50.1able 4.10 show the results of the 
factor analysis of service climate. The full SPSS! outcome in the Appendix. 
As presented in Table 4.10, the KMO measure of sampling adequacy value 
for the items was 0.92. It shows that the items L ere interrelated, and they shared 
the same factors. The value of Bartlett's tes1 of sphericity is significant ( chi 
square=2943 .31, p<.001 ). This means that the significance of the correlation matrix 
I 
and thus the appropriateness for factor analysis. 'ifhe individual MSA for each item 
ranged from .60 to .82, meaning that the data + trixes were acceptable for factor 
analysis. 
The results of the varimax rotation anf sis indicate the presence of one 
factor with eigenvalues more than one, explaining 55.76% of the total variance. 
I 
According to the table below, this study extracted one factor from twelve items out 
I 
of twelve items. 
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Table 4.10 
Results o Factor Anal sis o Service Climate 
Items Fl 
My hotel has a clear idea of our customers' needs .809 
High quality service is emphasized as the best way o ensure customers in .821 
my hotel. I 
The hotel defined its services provided from a customer's perspective. .801 
We are informed about customer's evaluation ofthelquality of our services 
My hotel always gives us feedback about customer 
1
complaints quickly .811 
The hotel management support when I come up with new ideas on how to .801 
improve customer service I 
The hotel management encourages me to provide high quality services .824 
The hotel management is always responsive to my requests to assist in . 720 
doingthejob. I .752 
The hotel management is committed to improvitig service within our 
organization. I . 719 
I got enough support from my friends to do my job i"'ell. .615 
Ifl perform job well, I receive appropriate recognitton and reward .623 
I have access to my mformation when I need it to dr my work. .613 
Eigenvalues 6.69 
Percentage variance explained 55.76 
KMO 0.92 
Bartlett's test of sphericity 2943.31 ** 
Note. N=364. Bold loadings indicate the inclusioh of that item in the factor; *p<.05, 
**p<.01. ***p<.001 I 
4.4.1.2 Factor Analysis of Organizational Seryice Orientation 
In this of the study, 12 items were used to measure organizational service 
orientation. Table 4.11 shows the results of the factor analysis of organizational 
service orientation. The output of factor analysis presented shows that all the items 
I 





Results offactor analysis on Organizational Se,wice Orientation 
Items I 
My hotel often spend time with customers and employees 
My hotel always provides information about the iiJ,ortance of service. 
My hotel always measures the quality of service we provide. 
My hotel shows that they care about the service. 
My hotel provides resources to improve the ability of employees to provide 
excellent services. I 
Management gives input and personal leadership to lcreate quality services . 
Basically, I believe, this hotel exists to meet custoi er needs. 
Employees have the freedom and power to act on their own to provide 
excellent service. 
Employees care for customer because they want to be appreciated. 
Employees will reach the best for customers. 
Our hotel looks friendlier and more courteous than our competitors. 
Workers do their own way to ease customer discomfort. 
My hotel provides excellent incentives and rewards lat all levels for service 
quality. [ 
The hotel gives recognition to the staff who provide excellent service. 
Each employee receives a personal skills training ~ at enhances his ability 
to provide high quality services. 
Our hotel has excellent customer complaint handling system for follow-up 
service. 
Our hotel offers every customer a clear assurance service. 
Our hotel strives to avoid having problems confron~ing customers. 
Our hotel enhances our service capabilities using tei hnology 
Eigenvalues 

























Bartlett's test of sphericity . 4676.72** 
Note. N=364. Bold loadings indicate the inclusioh of that item in the factor; *p<.05, 
**p<.01. ***p<.001 
The KMO measure of sampling adequacy value for the items was .93, 
indicating that the items were interrelated, t they share a common factor. 
Bartlett's test of sphericity was found to be s~ificant (chi square = 4676.72, 
p<.01). Based on the table above, all the items have significant loadings exceeding 




4.4.1.3 Factor Analysis of Service Employee 1ommitment 
In this study, 5 items were used to measure for slrvice employee commitment. The 
I 
value of Bartlett's test of sphericity was found to be significant (chi 
squar<" 13 20 .36, p<.01) and the KM O measure + sampling adequacy value for the 
items exceed .60 with range of 0.81 to 0.89. This shows that the items were 
interrelated, and they shared the same factors. 
Table 4.12 I 
Results of factor analysis on Service Employee (](ommitment 
I think my future is closely related to this hotel. I .884 
I feel very committed to this hotel. .895 
I have similar value with those of this hotel. .892 
I am proud to tell others that I am part of this hotel. .876 
I reall care about the fate of this hotel .815 
Eigenvalues 3.81 
Percentage variance explained 7 6.19 
KMO .88 
Bartlett's test of sphericity I 1320.36** 
Note. N=364. Bold loadings indicate the inclusioh of that item in the factor; *p<.05, 
**p<.01. ***p<.001 I 
4.4.1.4 Factor Analysis of Teamwork 
In this study, to measure teamwork, seven ite1 were used. Table 4.13 presented 
the results of the factor analysis of teamwork. For this variable (teamwork) seven 






The result of factor analysis on Teamwork 
Items I 
I understand that my work performance will affect the work of other. 
I have the attitude of helping others to work. I 
I am willing to work in teams. 
I can lead my team when needed. I 
I respond promptly to the request of a colleague immediately. 
I can work well with different friends of personali1Yi. 
I will ive ou the ex ected idea of the time re uir~d. 
Eigenvalues 













Bartlett's test of sphericity 1865 .14 ** 
Note. N=364. Bold loadings indicate the inclusior1 of that item in the factor; *p<.05, 
**p<.01. ***p<.001 
The KMO measure of sampling adequa,y value for the items was .91, its 
mean that the items were interrelated, and they shared similar factor. Bartlett's test 
ofsphericitywas found to be significant (chi squL e=1865.14, p<.01). All the items 
have significant loading with values more than + (with range . 71 to.8.) 
4.4.1.5 Factor Analysis of Employees' Percepi on on Customers' Satisfaction 
In this study, to identify employee perception of 1ustomer satisfaction among hotels 
employees, seven items were used. Exploral ory principal component factor 
analysis was performed in order to assess the v1lidity of the employee perception 
on customer satisfaction. 
The results of the factor analysis of the set n items revealed that these seven 
items fall into one fuctor. According to Hair et. + (2006), for acceptable construct 
78 
validity, it is suggested that each item should ha+ a minimmn fac1or loading of .50 
on it hypothesized construct. This is achieved inlthis study. 
Table 4.14 I 
Results of factor analysis of Employee Perceptio,n on Customer Satisfaction 
Items I 
Overall, my customers are satisfied with my service. 
My customers are given high quality service. f 
My customers are happy to deal with our hotel. 
Through past experience, I feel the hotel customers are satisfied with the 
services provided. I 
Based on my interactions with customers, I feel satisfied with our service. 
The customer experience with this hotel is somethirlg that they love. 
This hotel always emphasizes customer satisfactionl 
Eigenvalues I 













Bartlett's test of sphericity 2302.97** 
Note. N=364. Bold loadings indicate the inclusiop of that item in the factor; *p<.05, 
**p<.01. ***p<.001 I 
4.4.2 Reliability Analysis 
Reliability refers to the evaluation of the level to which a set indicator of a develop 
is internally consistent in the measurements (H, ir et al., 2006). The most utilized 
indicator to analyze in the reliability for each measure is the Cronbach's alpha 
coefficient. Hair et. al., (2006) proposed that th, alpha value should be above .70, 
while Sekaran (2000) suggested that a minimum reliability is .60 is acceptable. 






Table 4.15 I 
Reliability coefficients for the variables in the st'µdy 
Variables Number 
Service Climate 
Organizational Service Orientation 
Service Employee Commitment 
Teamwork 

















Table 4.15 shows the Cronbach's AlphJ for all the variables values range 
from 0 .921 to 0 .948. Each of the element of co+tion had reliability coefficients 
if the value is more than 0.60 as suggested by Sekaran (2000). In addition, these 
Cronbach values of the studied variables in 1 e current research seemed to be 
consistent with past studies, which were embracr and adjusted in the current study. 
Therefore, according to Sekaran (2000), the internal consistency of the 
measures utilized in this study was viewed as wi rthy due to value obtained is more 
than 0.60. It also showed that by using princi~le components with the varimax 
rotation methods for factor analysis was a propei technique to evaluate the validity 
of each measurement. 
4.5 Mean and Standard Deviation of The I ollection Data 
Mean and standard deviation results of the indepfndent variables (Service Climate, 
Organizational Service Orientation, Employee I ommitment and Teamwork) and 
dependent variable is (Employees' Perception of Customers' Satisfaction) are 
80 
shown on Table 4.15. The highest mean value if from variable Teamwork (4.596) 
while the lowest mean is Service Climate variable (4.354). 
Table 4.16 
Mean and Standard Deviation o Variables 
Construct Dimension Mean Standard 
Deviation 
Independent Service Climate 4.354 0.632 
Variables Organizational Service 4.365 0.653 
Orientation 
Employee Service 4.713 0.911 
Commitment 
Teamwork 4.596 0.724 
Dependent Employee Perception of 
Variable Customer Satisfaction 4.552 0.766 
4.5.1 Mean and Standard Deviation of Se1 e Climate 
The mean and standard deviation of the indepenr nt variable "Service Climate" is 
being represented in Table 4.17 below. The averJ ge mean for overall item is 4.354. 
The highest mean ( 4.58) scored is item 1 O; "Jg ( enough support from my friends 
to do my job well" and the lowest mean scored is ly item 6; "The hotel management 











My hotel has a clear idea of our custot ers' 4.27 0.879 
needs. 
High quality service is emphasized as the best 4.36 0.863 
way to ensure customers in my hotel. I 
4.35 0.814 The hotel defined its services provided fr@m a 
customer's perspective. I 
We are informed about customer's evaluation of 4.37 0.805 
the quality of our services. I 
My hotel always gives us feedback r out 4.40 0.819 
customer complaints quickly. 
The hotel management support when I come up 
with_ new ideas on how to improve cust mer 4.25 0.922 
service. 
The hotel management encourages me to 4.43 0.832 
provide high quality services. l 
The hotel management is always responsi e to 4.30 0.866 
my requests to assist in doing the job. j 
The hotel management is committe to 4.37 0.838 
improving service within our organization. I 
4.58 0.811 I got enough support from my friends to do my 
job well. I 
If I perform job well, I receive appro~riate 4.28 0.923 
recognition and reward. I 
I have access to my information when I ne
1
ed it 4.28 0.838 
to do my work. 
I 
Average (Service Climate) I 4.354 0.632 
4.5.2 Mean and Standard Deviation of Orgf oizational Service Orientation 
Mean and standard deviation of items met uring "Organizational Service 
Orientation" is shown in Table 4.1 8. The highest score mean is item 18; "Our hotel 
strives to avoid having problems confronting customers " while the lowest score 
mean is item 13; "My hotel provides excellent inlcentives and rewards at all levels 
82 
for service quality". The overall average mean value of organizational service 
I 
orientation is 4.365 
Table 4 .18 
Mean and Standard Deviation (Organizational Service Orientation) 
Item Mean Standard 
My hotel often spend time with customers and 
employee. I 
My hotel always provides information about tpe 
importance of service. 
My hotel always measures the quality of service we 
provide. 
My hotel shows that they care about the service. 
My hotel provides resources to improve the ability of 
employees to provide excellent services. 
Management gives input and personal leadership ~o 
create quality services. 
Basically, I believe, this hotel exists to meet custoj er 
needs. 
Employees have the freedom and power to act on thtrir 
own to provide excellent service. 
Employees care for customer because they want to be 
appreciated. 
Employees will reach the best for customers. 
Our hotel looks friendlier and more courteous than opr 
competitors. 
Workers do their own way to ease customer 
discomfort. 
My hotel provides excellent incentives and rewards 1at 
all levels for service quality. 
The hotel gives recognition to the staff who provide 
excellent service. 
Each employee receives a personal skills training that 
enhances his ability to provide high quality services. 
I 
Our hotel has excellent customer complaint handling 
system for follow-up service. 
Our hotel offers every customer a clear assurance 
service. 
Our hotel strives to 
confronting customers. 
Our hotel enhances our 
technology. 
avoid having problems 
. b"l". . I service capa 1 1bes usmg 
I 












































4.5.3 Mean and Standard Deviation of Emp~oyee Commitment 
Mean and standard deviation of items measj ing "Employee Commitment" is 
I 
shown in the Table 4.19 the number of items 5; "I really care about the fate of this 
hoteI" is the highest mean value which is 4.34 and the number of items 1;" I think 
my future is closely related to this hotel" and + lowest mean value is 4.01. The 
overall average mean of employee commitment ,. s 4 .173. 
Table4.19 I 
Mean and Standard Deviation (Employee Commitment) 
Items I Mean 
I think my future is closely related to this hotel. 
I feel very committed to this hotel. 
I have similar value with those of this hotel. 
I am proud to tell others that I am part of this hotel. 
I really care about the fate of this hotel. 
Average (Employee Commitment) 















The mean and standard deviation of the indepen1ent variable "Teamwork" is being 
represented in the Table 4.20 below. The i bst dominant factor to measure 
Teamwork value is item 6; "I can work well with different friends of personality" 
which mean value of 4.65. On the other hand, ltein 4; "/ can lead my team when 




Mean and Standard Deviation (Teamwork) 
Items 
I understand that my work performance will affect 
the work of other. 
I have the attitude of helping others to work. 
I am willing to work in teams. 
I can lead my team when needed. 
I respond promptly to the request of a collea~e 
immediately. I 
I can work well with different friends of personality. 





















4.5.5 Mean and Standard Deviation of Employees' Perception of Customers' 
Satisfaction 
Mean and standard deviation results of the dependent variable (Employees' 
Perception of Customers' Satisfaction) were shown in Table 4.21. The item 1 
"Overall, my customers are satisfied with my se1ice " score the highest mean value 
of 4.63. On the other hand, there are two items which are item 3; "My customers 
are happy to deal with our hotel " and item 6; "The customer experience with this 
hotel is something that they love " score the lowe~t mean value of 4.51. The overall 
average mean value for the dependent variable is 4.552. 
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Table 4 .21 I 
Mean and Standard Deviation (Employees' Perqeption of Customers' Satisfaction) 
Items I Mean Standard 
Deviation 
Overall, my customers are satisfied with my servic] . 
My customers are given high quality service. 
My customers are happy to deal with our hotel. 
Through experience, I feel the hotel customers e 
satisfied with the services provided. I 
Based on my interactions with customers, I feel 
satisfied with our service. I 
The customer experience with this hotel is somethi1g 
that they love. 
This hotel always emphasizes customer satisfactio,. 
Average (Employee Perception on Customi r 
Satisfaction) 
1 

















Correlation analysis was conducted to achieve at1 the objectives of this study. 
4.6.1 To Achieve Objective 1: 
Objective one is to identify the relationship between service climate on the 
employees' perception of customers' satisfalction. The Pearson Correlation 
Analysis function was used to describes the levl l of strength and dissection of the 
relationship between two variables which is dependent variable (Employees' 
Perception of Customers' Satisfaction) and inde+ ndent variable (Service Climate). 
In the study a Pearson Correlation Analysis will be used to achieve objective one. 
The hypothesis in this objective is as follows: 
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Hypothesis 1 
Hl: There is a significant relationship between service climate on the 
employees' perception of customers' satisfaction. 
Table 4.22 shows the Pearson Correlation rer lt between service climate and 
employees' perception of customers' satisfaction. There is a significant relationship 
between service climate on the perception of employees' perception of customers' 
satisfaction with sig value 0.000 (p<0.01, sig. 2 tailed). The positive value of 
Pearson Correlation with r = 0.651 signifies that there is strong relationship 
between service climate on the employees' per, eption of customers' satisfaction. 
Therefore, H 1 is accepted. 
Table 4.22 
Correlation between Service Climate and Empf oyees' Perception of Customers' 
Satisfaction 
Service Climate Pearson Correlation 1 
Sig.(2-tailed) 
N 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailep) 
4.6.2 To Achieve Objective 2: 





In this study, Objective 2 is to examine the relationship between organizational 
service orientation on employees' perception of customers' satisfaction. Pearson 
Correlation Analysis will be used to achieve oJjective 2. The hypothesis in this 
objective is as follows: 
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Hypothesis 2 
H2: There is a significant relationship between organizational service 
orientation on the employees' perception of customers' satisfaction. 
I 
Pearson Correlation results between organizational service orientation and 
employees' perception of customers' satisfactioj were shown in Table 4.23. There 
is a significant relationship between organizational service orientation on the 
employees' perception of customers' satisfaction with sig value 0.000 (p<0.01, 
I 
sig.2 tailed). In addition, the positive value of Pearson Correlation with r = 0.714 
signifies that there is strong relationship between organization service orientation 
on employees' perception of customers' satisfaction. Therefore, H2 is accepted. 
Table 4.23 
Correlation between Organizational Servic<i! Orientation and Employees ' 
Perception on Customers' Satisfaction 
Organizational Service 
Orientation 
Pearson Correlation I 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 









4.6.3 To Achieve Objective 3: 
Objective 3 is to determine the relationship bl tween employee commitment on 
employees' perception of customers' satisfaqtion. In this objective, Pearson 
Correlation Analysis will be used to achieve Objective 3. The hypothesis of 
objective 3 is as follows: -
Hypothesis 3 
H3: There is a significant relationship between employee commitment on 
employees' perception of customers' satisfactton. 
Table 4.24 indicate the result of Pearson Correlation between employee 
commitment and perception of employees' per1eption of customers' satisfaction. 
Based on Table 4.24 below, there is a significant relationship between employee 
commitment on the perception of employees related to the customer satisfaction, 
with sig value 0.000 (p<0.01, sig.2 tailed). Other than that, the positive value of 
Pearson Correlation with r = 0.640, so it signifies that there is strong relationship 
between employee commitment on emploj ees ' perception of customers' 
satisfaction. Hence, H3 is accepted. 
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Table 4.24 
Correlation between Employees Commitmen; and Employees' Perception of 
Customers ' Satisfaction 
Employee Commitment Pearson Correlation 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tail d) 
4.6.4 To Achieve Objective 4: 





In this study, objective 4 is to determine the relationship between teamwork on the 
perception of employees' perception of custo] ers' satisfaction. To achieve this 
objective, Pearson Correlation Analysis will be used to achieve objective. The 
hypothesis 4 is as below: 
Hypothesis 4 
H4: There is a significant relationship betwern teamwork on the employees' 
perception of customers' satisfaction. 
Table 4.25 represents the result of Pearson Correlation between teamwork and 
I 
employees' perception of customers' satisfaction. According to Table 4.17, there is 
a significant relationship between teamwork and employees' perception of 
customers' satisfaction, with sig value 0.000 (p<b.o 1, sig. 2 tailed). In addition, the 
positive value of Pearson Correlation with r = p.671 , so it signifies that there is 
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strong relationship between teamwork and em1loyees' perception of customers' 
satisfaction. Therefore, H4 is accepted. 
Table 4.25 
Correlation between Teamwork and Employee Perception on Customer 
Satisfaction 
Teamwork Pearson Correlation 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.oI level (2-tail, d) 
4. 7 REGRESSION ANALYSIS 





Multiple regression analysis is used to assess the linkage between greater than two 
variables in this study. 
4.7.1 To Achieve Objective 5: 
According to Anderson, Sweeney and Williams, (2011 ), it is important to examine 
how a dependent variable is connected to two or more than two independent 
variables. In this study, objective five states thJt there is an influence of service 
climate, organizational service orientation, emptoyee commitment and teamwork 
towards the employees' perception of customers' satisfaction. To achieve objective 
five, multiple regression analysis will be used to determine the significant influence 
between independent variables ( service climate, organizational service orientation, 
I 
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employee's commitment and teamwork) towards the employees' perception of 
customers' satisfaction. 
Hypothesis 5: 
H4: There is a significant influence of servic~ climate, organizational service 
orientation, employees' commitment, and tet mwork towards the employees' 
perception of customers' satisfaction. 
4.7.2 Regression Analysis on Coefficient of :petermination (R2) 
I 
In this study, Coefficient of Determination (R2) is used to measure and explain 
I 
changes of employees' perception of customers' satisfaction (Dependent Variable) 
with the changes of the Independent Variables (Service Climate, Organizational 
Service Orientation, Employee Commitment, and Teamwork). 
I 
Table 4.26 represent the model summary of Multiple Regression of this 
study. Results from Table 4.26 shows the val~e of adjusted R2 was 0.650. The 
independent variable (Service Climate, Organizational Service Orientation, 
Employee Commitment and Teamwork) explained 80.6% of the changes in the 
independent variable (Employees' Perception of Customers' Satisfaction) as tested 
I 






Regression Analysis Model Summary 
Model R R Square 
.806• 0.650 
Similarly, based on the result of the ANOVA, the larger the value of the F-Ratio, 
I 
the more varied the independent variables is explained by the independent variable. 
Besides, if the p-value is more than 0.05, it merns that the result is insignificant. 
However, if the p-value is below than 0.05, it inqicates that the result is significant. 
Based on Table 4.27, through the regression analysis of ANOV A, the F-ratio is 
166.632 and there are significant at the 0.000 level. 
Table 4.27 
Regression Analysis on ANO VA 
Model F Sig. 
166.632 0.000 
4. 7 .3 Regression Analysis of Coefficient 
To test the coefficient among the independent valjiables and the dependent variable, 
Regression analysis of Coefficient will be used in this study. Beta indicate the 
higher value in independent variables, the higher influence towards dependent 
variable. Table 4.28 represented the result of Regression Analysis of Coefficient 
I 
result. According to the Table 4.28, the value of Beta for independent variable are 
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Service Climate 0.25, Organizational Servid:e Orientation 0.393, Employee 
I 
Commitment 0.156 and Teamwork 0.377. The largest value of beta coefficient 
means that the factor has the strongest contribution in influencing the dependent 
I 
variable (Pallant, 2005). Therefore, based on t;his result, Organizational Service 
Orientation has the highest influence on emp
1
loyees' perception of customers' 
satisfaction. 
Table 4.28 
Regression Analysis of Coefficient 




Service Climate 0.031 0.468 0.640 
Organizational Service Orientation 0.461 0.393 6.992 0.000 
Employees Commitment 0.131 0.156 3.346 0.001 
Teamwork 0.399 0.377 9.621 0.000 
I 
Furthermore, the factor is a significant cor tribution to the influence towards 
dependent variable if the signed value is below than 0.05. Griffith (2010) stated 
that, if the value is above than 0.05, the factor does not contribute any significant 
influence on dependent variable. Based on analysis, there are three variables that 
I 
significantly influenced employees' perception of customers' satisfaction 
(Organizational Service Orientation; p = 0.000, Employee Commitment; p = 0.001, 
Teamwork; p - 0.000). However, another o4e mdependent variable (service 
climate) do not significantly influenced Employees' Perception of Customers' 
Satisfaction (Service Climate; p = 0.640). 
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4.8 Chapter Conclusion 
In this study, all the results have been obtained using Pearson Correlation and 
I 
Multiple Regression Analysis. The results m this study shows that all the 
independent variables were have a significant relationship with employees' 
perception of customers' satisfuction and it shot s that there is positive and strong 
relationship between independent variables and pependent variable. In addition, in 
this study there are three variables that significantly influence employees' 
I 
perception of customers' satisfaction which are Organizational Service Orientation, 
Employee Commitment, Teamwork. However, one independent variable ( Service 
I 
Climate) have significant relationship with dependent variable (Employee 
Perception of Customer Satisfaction) but not ~ignificant in influencing on the 




DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
5.0 Chapter Introduction 
The findings of the data analysis were reviewe and discussed in this chapter. The 
first part of this chapter the objective and research questions of the study are 
recapitulated. Next, the discussion of the findirtgs is being discussed focusing on 
I 
the explanation for the significant results. In addition, the theoretical and practical 
implications pertaining to the findings are also presented. Finally, suggestions for 
future research are being discussed. 
5.1 Recapitulation of the Study Findings 
The purpose of this research is to identify f e influence of service climate, 
organizational service orientation, service employee commitment, and teamwork 
on the employees' perception of customers' satisfaction. 
I 
Five research questions were put forward. The research questions are as 
follows: 
2. 
Does service climate has a relatior ship with employees' perception 
of customers' satisfaction? 
Does organizational service orientation has a relationship with 





Does service employee commitment has a relationship with 
I 
employees' perception of customers' satisfaction? 
I 
Does teamwork has a relationship with employees' perception of 
I 
customers' satisfaction? 
Does service climate, organizational service orientation, employee 
I 
commitment and teamwork influence employees' perception of 
I 
customers' satisfaction? 
This research is cross-sectional in nature. A survey using a construct 
questionnaire was conducted to examine employees' perception of customers' 
satisfaction among hotels employees. A totalJ. of 450 of questionnaire were 
I 
distributed to respondents from 44 hotels and 1 i resorts in Taiping, Perak. A total 
of 421 questionnaires (93.56%) were returned. However, 29 questionnaires 
(6.44%) were missing and 57 questionnaires (13.54%) of the returned questionnaire 
were removed due to uncomplete responses. 
In this study, the independent variables lre service climate, organizational 
service orientation, service employee commitment, and teamwork. While the 
dependent variable is employees' perception of c~stomers' satisfaction. In addition, 
factor analysis with maximum likelihood comp~nents using varimax rotation was 
conducted to examine the elements of the rT earch variable: service climate, 
organizational service orientation, service employee commitment, teamwork and 
employees' perception of customers' satisfactr n, while internal consistency of 
each variables was examined based on the Cron~ach's Alpha Values. 
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In this study, regression analysis was used to examine the hypotheses. The 
analysis was conducted to test all the five hypo,theses, which assume that there is 
significant relationship between the independent variables and dependent variable. 
The results of the data analysis indicated that all IVs: (Service climate, 
organizational service orientation, service employees' commitment and teamwork) 
were also found to have a significant relatioL hip with employees ' perception 
I 
customers' satisfaction. Hence, all hypothesis of this study are accepted. 
5.2 Discussion 
The main findings of this study were discussj in this section. The discussion is 
pertaining to the five research objectives that ~as been mentioned in the earlier 
section. 
5.2.1 Relationship between Service Climat1 and Employees' Perception of 
Customers' Satisfaction 
The first objective of this study is to determin1 the relationship between service 
climate and employees' perception of customers' satisfaction. In this study, it was 
found that there is a positive relationship betwe1n service climate and employees' 
perception of customer satisfaction. This finding similarly with the findings of 
(Davidson et al.,2002, Schneider & Bowen, 1993). 
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Davidson et al., (2002) conducted a study in five-star hotels in Australia, 
with 1404 employees and 14 hotels. They found that service climate has 
relationship with customer satisfaction. Similarly, the result of this study suggested 
that service climate has a significant relationshi! with customer satisfaction. 
An implication of this findings is that, service climate is a factor that 
I 
contribute to customers' satisfaction in the hospitality industry. Higher employees' 
I 
perception of organizational practices and procedure will promote organizational 
climate which in turn contribute to customer sJtisfaction. A possible explanation 
I 
for this relationship is that if employees have a good perception related to the 
service climate, consequently, this will lead to , e higher customer satisfaction. 
5.2.2 Relationship between organizational service orientation and customers 
I 
satisfaction 
Another objective of this study 1s to detelne the relationship between 
organizational service orientation and employees' perception of customers' 
satisfaction. In this study, it was found that there is a positive relationship between 
organizational service orientation and emplo,yees' perception of customers' 
satisfaction. This finding in line with this finding of Oteng, Groessl, Sklar, and 
I 
Chang, (2014 ). This indicates that organizational service orientation is a contributor 
to customer satisfaction. In their study, they found that business performance 
variables ( quality level, market share, profitability, client satisfaction and client 
I 
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loyalty) contributed to customers' satisfaction. This support the fmdings of this 
study. 
Oteng, Groessl, Sklar, and Chang, (2014 ), investigated organizational 
service orientation in Poland. Their study was executed in three regions of Poland: 
Podlasie, Mazowsze, and Warmia and Mazury1 Similar to this study, thier study 
found that organizational service orientation plays a crucial role in contributing to 
customers' satisfaction by service organizations] 
5.2.3 Relationship between service employee commitment and employees' 
perception of customers' satisfaction 
In examining the relationship between servfoe employee commitment and 
employees' perception of customers' satisfaction, it was found that there is a 
significant relationship between service employee commitment and employees' 
I 
perception of customers' satisfaction. This resul~ is consistent to a study by He, Li, 
and Keung Lai, (2011 ). They found that employees' commitment has a significant 
positive effect on employees' perception of customers' satisfaction. They 
conducted their study in 30-star hotels ( consists three star and four stars hotels) and 
their branches located in the cities of Shenzhen, Shunde, and Dongguan in China. 
Hence, it can be said that employee commitment to the organization 
contributes to customer satisfaction in two me, ods. Firstly, employees basically 
are the person who delivers high quality service to customer. Secondly, committed 
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employees will be satisfied with their task arid this feeling of satisfaction can 
I 
transformed to customers. The more committed the employees to their job, the 
higher will be customers' satisfaction. 
5.2.4 Relationship between teamwork and employees' perception of 
customers satisfaction 
In determining relationship between teamworr and employees' perception of 
customer satisfaction, this study found that teamwork is has a significant 
relationship to employees' perception of customers' satisfaction. Hence, this result 
implies that teamwork leads to customers' satisfl ction. This finding of this study is 
similar to Meterko, Mohr, and Young, (2004). In their study, they found that there 
is significant and positive relationship betweert teamwork culture and customer 
I 
satisfaction. 
Their study was conducted in Vetera1's Health Administration (VHA), 
Department of Veteran Affairs in the U.S. The study sample consist of 125 VHA 
hospitals for which independent and valid sources of culture was assessed relative 
I 
to four dimensions which are teamwork, entrepreneurial, bureaucratic, and rational. 
Eventhough their study was in the health care industry, but they also measure the 
I 
patient's satisfaction. They found that patientf satisfaction is contributed by 
employees' teamwork. 
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In this study, its shows that teamwork ~s a factor that provide impact to 
improve customers' satisfaction among hospitality industry. In other words, 
teamwork lead to the customers' satisfacti1n. Effective teamwork in an 
organization leads higher organization petiformance, such as customers' 
satisfaction, and service quality. 
5.3 Implication of the Study 
Based on the discussion of the findings above, some implications can be 
considered. These implications will be discusse from two perspectives which are 
the managerial and theoretical implications. 
5.3.1 Managerial Implications 
The findings of this study are useful and meaningful to the management of a service 
organization especially in the hospitality inL stry. It provides a useful and 
meaningful outcome to top management of th9se services. The strong evidence 
provided from the research outcome could help top management to gain a better 
understanding of factors influencing employees' perceptions of customers' 
satisfaction so that avenues for the effectiveness of specific management practices 
in facilitating the delivery of customer service by service employees could be 
implemented. Specifically, having a strategy for how service is to be delivered, 
seeking information about customers' needs and ~xpectations, training in delivering 
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quality service, teamwork between units, re, arding and recognizing excellent 
service, employee and management service orientation, managing the transition 
between sales and delivery, and designing service systems, policies, and procedures 
to promote the delivery of service were all shown to be significantly related to some 
aspects of employees' perceptions of service quality 
The outcome of this study specifies ~ t service climate, organizational 
service climate, service employee commitment and teamwork are important factors 
in determining employee perception related to the customer satisfaction. In order 
to promote customer satisfaction, top organiza,tion management has to create a 
service orientation within the organization. Thr efore, managers need to provide 
methods for employees to deliver quality service to customers such as 
communicating with customers, handling complaints as well as fulfilling customers 
lead time and providing quality services. It\. addition, organizations should 
I 
emphasize meeting customer' needs of service quality and focuses on addressing 
feedback from customers. In addition, employees play an important role in the 
I 
organization. Therefore, employees must understand what they should do to serve 
customers, then only they will be working beyond customers ' expectation. 
In addition, managers or management nJed to provide continuous support 
I 
to their employees as well as provide encouragement to enhance service employees' 
commitment. In this relation, managerial suppor and work facilitation is critical 
because they have indirect influence on customers' satisfaction. If employees are 
committed to serve a better service to customers, then the organization will gain 
customers' satisfaction. The consequences is that an excellent employee 
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commitment will lead to higher job commitment whereby the employee are willing 
I 
to put extra effort in their service delivery on order to satisfy customers. Satisfy 
customers, will be loyal to the organization. S~larly, committed employees will 
also help organizations to create and deliver va!lue effectively, which in turn will 
improve organizations' performance in terms of profitability, as well as enhancing 
the brand image of the organization. 
Information seeking, training, and rewar?s and recognition were the service 
climate themes that could be implemented in the organization since these themes 
I 
are predictive of specific facets of customer s~tisfaction and overall satisfaction 
with the service. These dimensions were also vefY highly related to each other. For 
example, training employees to deliver quality service may have little relationship 
to customers' satisfaction if employees are not also rewarded for delivering quality 
I 
service. These three dimensions are probably highly related because they all have 
an informational component. Information seekii}.g involves asking employees and 
customers how to improve service quality ai d sharing this information with 
employees. Training involves communicating to employees how best to deliver 
service. Rewards and recognition communicate to employees that quality service is 
important to the organization. Hence, the greater the emphasis an organization 
places on the service climate in the organization, the more satisfied customers of 
that organization will tend to be. 
In order to promote employees' hiih performance behaviour, the 
organization management has to create a service orientation culture within the 
organization. Hence, managers need to provide avenues for service employees to 
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deliver quality service to customers such as tranyr1g on customer services, handling 
complaints as well as fulfilling customers lead time and providing quality services. 
In addition, customer policies and procedure~ related to service practices and 
service procedures should be clearly communicated to employees' especially 
service employees. In other words, employees must understand what they should 
do to deliver excellent services, then only they ~ ill be working extra miles towards 
the excellence of the organization. 
In addition, managers need to provide continuous support as well as 
encouragement to enhance employees' commitment. Managerial support and work 
facilitation have indirect influence on customer satisfaction by improving 
employees' commitment. Satisfied and highly ~ommitted employees will in turn 
provide excellent services. Therefore, organizations should seek ways to improve 
the commitment of their employees. At the stag4 ofrecruitment, providing realistic 
job previews that include both positive and negative aspects of the job may increase 
organizational commitment and job satisfaction because this helps the employee to 
determine whether the job meets their expectatidns. 
Employees who are informed about the pros and cons of a job option 
become more aware of the choice they are abou~ to make. In addition, employees 
that continue in the selection process and accept the job can prepare themselves for 
the problems and find ways to cope with them. Commitment among new comers 
tends to be high when they receive positive support after entry from the experienced 
organizational members. The consequences are that happy employees will lead to 
I 
higher job commitment which will later lead to their willingness to put extra effort 
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in their service delivery in order to satisfy cu1tomers. In addition, satisfied and 
committed employees will also help organizations to create and deliver customers ' 
value effectively, which will in turn increase organizations' performance. 
In addition, organizations should also lhave a work-life balance policy. 
These include the flexible work scheduling, leaves, etc. so it shows that employees 
have access to the friendly work-life policies wr ch increases their organizational 
commitment. Obviously, when organizations are providing the flexibility to 
employees, they will feel more comfortable and lelaxed at work which amplify the 
motivation level that will ultimately magnify their organizational commitment and 
the quality of services given also intensifies. E:µiployee decision to stay with the 
organization is only possible when there is commitment. So, the results are in 
favour of the generated hypothesis which shows that there is the significant positive 
relationship between the employee commitment fnd service oriented organizational 
citizenship behaviour. 
Similarly, organizations can provide training opportunities to their 
employees. Training provides service employees with the opportunity to enhance 
their skills which are advantageous for their career advancement. Consequently, 
when these employees perceived that they receive high levels of training that make 
them more knowledgeable and confident, they are more likely to feel satisfied, 
which in turn, will lead to increased higher co1 itment. On a similar note, service 
employees who judged themselves as recipients of satisfactory training are likely 
to reciprocate their employer's good treatment by delivering high quality services 
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and dealing effectively with customers' requests and complaints. This will motivate 
them to engage in activities related to service performance. 
The perceptions of service employej s regarding their organization's 
training practices can affect their overall work practices. Therefore, organizations 
that provide adequate and continuous training to their employees, they would be 
more willing to assist customers by going abo've and beyond their call of duty. 
Hence, organizations should continue to enforce some basic and structured training 
on their service employees, especially the ne1 recruits on appropriate ways of 
serving customers. In addition, existing employ~es should be made to attend some 
minimum hours of training per year to refresh l eir skills. 
Another suggestion is that the management of an organization may 
rearrange the jobs of their employees so that the employees may find the chance to 
carry out diverse tasks that enable them to use tf hnical and interpersonal skills as 
well as to upgrade their knowledge base. Job enlargement and job enrichment may 
be used as techniques to restructure jobs. In this sense job enlargement, which 
I 
means extending one's responsibility by allowing them to carry out additional and 
varied tasks, may be a way of improving thefr attitudes. To enlarge the jobs, 
management may give short, small assignments that stretch employees' abilities or 
I 
require learning something new. Besides tempor~rily assigning employees to other 
projects may offer them to learn new skills and aJply their current skills differently. 
I 
On the other hand, creating a certain degree of job autonomy is important 
to maintain creativity and ability of employees td effectively react to work changes 
and adapt techniques to perform their job better. When jobs are designed to provide 
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autonomy, employees develop higher confidenc
1
e in their capabilities to carry out a 
wider range of tasks and responsibilities effectively. With increased autonomy, 
employees tend to set challenging goals and strirve to achieve them. Therefore, job 
enrichment by allowing employees to have a saiy in scheduling the work and how 
to do that job may motivate these employees. Moreover, creating feedback channels 
to service employees will also provide awareness of the effectiveness of their jobs 
and this may help them to evaluate their performrnce and revise the techniques that 
they used while carrying out their job. 
5.3.2 Theoretical Implications 
Theoretically, this research adds significant empirical evidence to the 
existing body of knowledge in the literature of ~ervice marketing and relationship 
marketing. Firstly, the proposed model providps a good understanding of how 
service climate, organizational service orientatJ n, service employee commitment 
and teamwork can be used to improve customer satisfaction in the hospitality 
industry. 
Nevertheless, in this study, these variab,es are being integrate in a single 
model and being used to the hospitality industry. In this sector, employees need to 
provide a conducive service to the customers, since they are near to the customers. 
A conducive service will gain customer' satisfa1tion. In this sense employee play 
an important role in the organization. Therefore, all the studied variables are crucial 
in obtaining a competitive advantage to the ojganization where employees are 
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working with. The study also contributes to the ~cademic research by adding to the 
service literature as well as providing meaningful understanding of the factors that 
to affect customers' satisfaction. 
5.4 Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research 
In this study, there are a some of limitation. The fist limitation is that this study 
only examines four factors that influence eclployee perception related to the 
customers satisfaction which are service climatej organizational service orientation, 
service employee commitment and teamwork. 1There are many other factors that 
may influence customers satisfaction. Thus, fuJe research should to explore other 
factors such as job specification of the employef as well as organizational reward. 
Therefore, this study is only able to understanp part of the factor that influence 
customers satisfaction, for future research required to conduct continuously to 
better understand the factors that can influence r customers satisfaction. 
The second limitation in this study is p~rtaining to the location where the 
study has been conducted. In this study, questionnaire was answered by employees' 
hotels in Taiping only. Hence, future study J ould also be conducted in other 
geographical areas. There might be a several differences in ideas or opinions and 
attitudes among employee hotels in other placesj 
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5.5 Conclusion 
This research examining the factors influen[ ing on the perception employee 
related to the customers satisfaction. The result~ of this study confirmed the stated 
research objectives. In addition, all hypotheses were supported indicating that 
. 1· . . I . . . I . I · service c rmate, orgamzationa service onentatl~n, service emp oyee commitment, 
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Tuan/Puan yang dihormati, 
I 
Saya adalah pelajar Ijazah Sarjana Sains (r enguru.san) di Universiti Utara 
Malaysia, Sintok Kedah. Saya sedang menjalankan kajian terhadap, iklim 
perkhidmatan, oreintasi khidmat organisai, ~omitmen perkhidmatan pekerja 
dan kerja berpasukan terhadap persepsi pekerja kepada kepuasan pelanggan 
di hotel Taiping, Perak. Tujuan kajian ini adalah untuk mengkaji kepuasan 
pelanggan di hotel Taiping, Perak 
Saya amat menghargai sumbangan dan kerjasama Tuan/Puan dalam melengkapkan 
borang soal selidik ini. Jawapan Tuan/Pu.ah adalah sangat penting untuk 
memastikan ketepatan kajian penyelidikan ini. l.!Jntuk makluman, semua data yang 
dikumpul dan dianalisa adalah sulit serta digun~kan untuk kajian ini sahaja. 
Untuk sebarang pertanyaan atau pencerahan berkaitan soal selidik ini, saudara/i 
I 
boleh hubungi nombor dibawah. Terima kas~ atas kerjasama dan masa yang 
diluangkan. 
NURMASTURAH BINTI MOKHTAR 
Sarjana Sains (Pengurusan) 
(822566) 
Othman Y eop Abdullah Graduate School 
Universiti Utara Malaysia 




BAHAGIAN A: Sila Tandakan (/) pada jawapa~ anda 
1. Jantina 
D Lelaki D Perempuan 
2.Umur: ___ tahun 
3. Bangsa 




D Kristian D Bi ddha 
D Lain- lain (Nyatakan}: 
I 
5.Status Perkahwinan 
D Bujang D Berkahwin D Bercerai 
6. Pendapatan Bulanan: RM~----
7. Tempoh Berkhidmat/Berkhidmat (dengan Hotel ini) 
D Kurang 5 tahun D 11 tahun- 15 tahun 
D 6tahun -1 Otahun D lebi 15 tahun 
8. Tahap Pendidikan 
DPMRJSPM 
D Diploma/STPM 
D Ijazah D Lain-lain (Nyatakan) ___ _ 
D Sarjana/Doktor Falsafah 
I 
BAHAGIANB 
Arahan: Berdasarkan skala 1 hingga 6, sila tanda (/) jawapan anda pada soalan-soalan 
berikut: 
1 2 3 1 5 6 
Amattidak Sangat Tidak ser ju Sangat Amat 
Bersetuju tidak Bersetuju Bersetuju Bersetuju 
Bersetuju I 
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No Perkara I Skala 
1 Hotel saya mempunyai idea yang j elas riengenai 1 2 3 4 5 6 
keperluan pelanggan. 
1 
2 Perkhidmatan berkualiti tinggi ditekankab sebagai 1 2 3 4 5 6 
cara terbaik untuk mengekalkan pelanggan di hotel 
saya 
3 Hotel saya melihat perkhidmatan yang ~iberikan 1 2 3 4 5 6 
dari perspektif pelanggan 
4 Kami dimaklumkan tentang penilaian 9elanggan 1 2 3 4 5 6 
tentang kualiti perkhidmatan yang disampaikan 
olehkami I 
5 Hotel saya sentiasa memberi maklu!m balas 1 2 3 4 5 6 
mengenai aduan pelanggan dengan cepatl 
6 Pihak pegurusan hotel memberi sokongah apabila 1 2 3 4 5 6 
saya membuat idea-idea barn mengenai cara untuk 
meningkatkan perkhidmatan pelanggan I 
7 Pihak pengurusan hotel mendorong saya untuk 1 2 3 4 5 6 
memberikan perkhidmatan yang berkuali~i tinggi 
8 Pihak pengurusan hotel sentiasa responsi* erhadap 
permintaan saya untuk memohon bantuan dalam 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
melakasanakan tugas 
9 Pihak pengurusan hotel sangat komit1d untuk 1 2 3 4 5 6 
meningkatkan perkhidmatan di organisast kami 
10 Saya mendapat sokongan yang menculwpi dari 1 2 
rakan kerja untuk melakukan tugas say! dengan 
3 4 5 6 
baik 
11 Sekiranya saya menjalankan tugas dengan baik, 1 2 3 4 5 6 
saya menerima pengiktirafan yang sewaj~mya 
12 Saya mempunya1 akses kepada maklumat 1 2 3 4 5 6 
perkidmatan apabila saya memerlukannyi mereka 
untuk melakukan kerja saya 
13 Hotel saya sering meluangkan masa I dengan 1 2 3 4 5 6 
pelanggan dan pekerja 
14 Hotel saya sentiasa meyampaikan niaklumat 1 2 3 4 5 6 
tentang kepentingan perkhidmatan 
15 Hotel saya sentiasa megukur kualiti perkliidmatan 1 2 
yang kami berikan I 
3 4 5 6 
I 
16 Hotel saya menunjukkan bahawa I mereka 1 2 3 4 5 6 
mengambil berat tentang perkhidmatan. 
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17 Hotel saya menyediakan bahan-bahan untuk 1 2 3 4 5 6 
meningkatkan keupayaan k . I bagi pe eIJ~ 
menyediakan perkhimatan yang cemerlang 
18 Pihak pengurusan memberi input dan kepimpinan 1 2 3 4 5 6 
peribadi untuk mewujudkan perkhidmaltan yang 
berkualiti 
19 Pada asasnya saya percaya, hotel ini wu3ud untuk 1 2 3 4 5 6 
memenuhi keperluan pelanggan 
1 
20 Pekerja mempunyai kebebasan dan kuasa untuk 1 2 3 4 5 6 
bertindak secara sendiri bagi meinberikan 
I 
perkhidmatan yang cemerlang 
21 Pekerja mengambil berat pelangga[ kerana 1 2 3 4 5 6 
mereka mahu dihargai 
22 Pekerja akan meraih yang terbaik untuk pelanggan 1 2 3 4 5 6 
23 Hotel kami melihat lebih mesra dah sopan 1 2 3 4 5 6 
berbanding pesaing kami I 
24 Pekerja melakukan cara yang tersendin untuk 1 2 3 4 5 6 
megurangkan ketidakselesaan pelanggan I 
25 Hotel saya menyediakan insentif dan \ganjaran 1 2 3 4 5 6 
yang sangat baik di semua peringkat untuk kualiti 
perkhidmatan. I 
26 Hotel ini memberikan pengiktirafan I kepada 1 2 3 4 5 6 
kakitangan yang memberikan perkhidmaltan yang 
cemerlang I 
27 Setiap pekerja menerima latihan kemalliran diri 1 2 3 4 5 6 
yang meningkatkan keupayaannya untuk 
memberikan perkhidmatan yang berkuali\i tinggi 
28 Hotel kami mempunyai sistem pengendalian 1 2 3 4 5 6 
aduan pelanggan yang sangat baik untuk susulan 
perkhidmatan I 
29 Hotel kami memebrikan setiap pelangganljaminan 1 2 3 4 5 6 
perkhidmatan yangjelas 
30 Hotel kami berusaha untuk mengelakkan masalah 1 2 3 4 5 6 
berkaku kepada pelanggan 
31 Hotel kami meningkatkan kertpayaan 1 2 3 4 5 6 
perkhidmatan kami melalui penggunaan tyknologi 
32 Saya rasa masa depan saya berkait rapat dengan 
hotel ini 
1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
33 Saya berasa sangat komited terhadap hote1 ini 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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I 
34 Saya mempunyai nilai yang sama dengaq. hotel ini 1 2 3 4 5 6 
35 Saya berbangga untuk memberitahu orang lain 1 2 3 4 5 6 
bahawa saya adalah sebahagian daripadal hotel ini 
36 Saya sangat mengambil berat terhadap nasib hotel 1 2 3 4 5 6 
. . I 
1ll1 
37 Saya faham bahawa prestasi kerja saya akan 1 2 
mempengaruhi kerja orang lain 
1 
3 4 5 6 
38 Saya mempunyai sikap menolong o~ang lain 1 2 3 4 5 6 
melakukan kerja 
39 Saya bersedia untuk bekerja dalam pasuk!an 1 2 3 4 5 6 
I 




41 Saya memberi tindak balas segera iterhadap 1 2 3 4 5 6 
permintaan rakan sekerja dengan segera 
42 Saya boleh bekerja dengan baik dengan rakan- 1 2 3 4 5 6 
rakan yang berbeza personaliti 
43 Saya akan memberi idea yang diharapkan pada 1 2 
I 
3 4 5 6 
masa yang diperlukan 
44 Secara keseluruhan, pelanggan saya berpuas hati 1 2 3 4 5 6 
dengan perkhidmatan saya 
45 Pelanggan saya diberikan perkhidmatan yang 1 2 3 4 5 6 
berkualiti tinggi I 
46 Pelanggan saya berasa gembira bila benhusan di 1 2 
hotel kami I 
3 4 5 6 
I 
47 Melalui pengalaman yang lepas, saya mbrasakan 1 2 3 4 5 6 
pelanggan-pelanggan hotel ini berpuas hati dengan 
perkhidmatan yang diberikan I 
48 Berdasarkan kepada interaksi saya i dengan 1 2 3 4 5 6 
pelanggan, saya rasa pelanggan berp as hati 
dengan perkhidmatan kami 
I 
49 Pengalaman pelanggan-pelanggan dengan hotel 1 
ini adalah sesuatu yang mereka senangi I 
2 3 4 5 6 
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50 Hotel ini sentiasa menitik beratkan f epuasan 1 2 3 4 5 6 
pelanggan 
APPENDIX! 
REALIBIIITY FOR PILOT TEST 
I 
a) Service Climate 
Case Processing Summary 
N 50 1 
% 
Cases Valid 100.0 - I 
Excludeda ol .0 
Total 50 I 100.0 
a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the 
procedure. 
b) Organizational Service Orientation 




Cases .Y_alid 50 I 100.0 
Excludeda ol .0 
Total 50 100.0 
a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the 
procedure. 
c) Service Employee Commitment 
Case Processing Summary 
N I % 
Cases Val id 50 100.0 
Excludeda 0 I .0 
Total 50 100.0 





Alpha I N of Items 
.939 1 12 
Re~ir:::~:~sSta,tistics 





Alpha I N of Items 
.949 1 5 
d) Teamwork 
Cases 
Case Processing Summary 










a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the 
procedure. 
e) Perception of Employee on Customer SatiJfaction 
I 
Case Processing Summary 
N ! % 












Alpha N of Items 
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's I 
Alpha I N of Items 
7 
.943 , 7 
a) Service Climate 
APPENDIXJ 
NORMALITITY TEST 








~ 0 .... 
"t; ... 




_3-j----~--~---~- - -,-~--~----r------l 
- 4 -3 -2 - 1 I o , 2 
Standardized Ob 5ierved Value 
b) Organizational Service Orientation 






~ 4 ...,. 












C) Service Employee Commitment 
6































2 3 4 5 
Observed Value 













e) Employee Perception on Customer Satisfaction 
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RELIABILITY FOR ~AL DATA 
a) Service Climate 
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's 




Items N of Items 
Case Processing Summary 
N % 
1cases Val id 364 100.0 
Excluded• 0 .0 
I 
Total 364 100.0 




























ltem-T otal Stati~tics 
Scale Variance 































I .675 I 
I , .556 , 




.926 1 .926 12 
quare 
I 
ron ac s 
Multiple Alpha if Item 
Correlation Deleted 











.605 ! .920 
.367 ' .925 
I 
.483 , .925 
.389 .925 
b) Organizational Service Orientation 
Cases 









I Cronbach's I 





Q:ronbach's Al ha Items I N of Items 
I 364 100.0 
a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the 
procedure. 
ltem-T otal Statistics 
Scale Mean if Scale Variance 
Corrected Item-
To~al 
Item Deleted if Item Deleted Correlation 
Joso1 78.66 138.714 I .682 
OSO2 ; 78.56 138.638 I .702 -
OSO3 ; 78.58 137.759 I .736 
' I OSO4 I 78.53 I 137.076 I .776 ..... -
I 78.61 1 I OSO5 135.550 .724 
OSO6 I 78.64 137.389 I .713 
OSO7 I 78.55 138.265 I .720 
OSO8 j 78.62 135.713 I .738 
OSO9 l 78.47 140.376 I I .647 . 
OSO10 78.44 140.060 I .663 
OSO11 78.49 138.647 
I 
.690 
I I OSO12 78.54 , 141.455 .598 
I 
OSO13 78.72 136.595 .741 
OSO14 78.62 136.881 I .712 
I 
OSO15 78.63 137.279 .678 
OSO16 78.62 1 138.852 I .640 I 
I 
OSO17 78.52 138.873 .715 
OSO18 78.38 142.435 I .503 
78.62 1 
I 
OSO19 139.636 .583 
141 
.948 .948 1 19 
Squared Cronbach's 





















c) Service Employee Commitment 















Alpha Items N of Items 
364 100.0 .921 .922 5 
a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the 
procedure. 
Item-Total Statif tics 
Corrected Item-
Scale Mean if Scale Variance Totall 
Item Deleted if Item Deleted Correla~ion 
EC1 16.86 12.701 .811 
EC2 16.63 13.693 .830 ,-.. 
EC3 16.78 13.362 I I .826 -· 
13.469 1 
I 
EC4 16.66 I .800 
EC5 16.52 14.526 I .119 
I 
d) Teamwork 
Case Processing Summary 
N % 
Cases Valid 364 100.0 
Squared Cronbach's 















Excluded" _.,.. ____ o--+----·--'--0 




Items N of Items 
a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the 
procedure. 
142 
.926 1 .926 7 
I I Corrected! Item- I I 
Scale Mean if Scale Variance Total 
Item-Total Statit'>tics 
Item Deleted if Item Deleted I Correlation I 
~TW1 
27.63 20.086 .634 
I ' TW2 27.61 18.752 .796 1 
TW3 27.52 18.581 .824 1 
TW4 27.63 18.761 .804 
TW5 27.58 19.088 1 .770 , - I TW6 27.52 19.374 .775 1 
TW7 27.55 19.202 I .764 j 
e) Employee Perception on Customer Satisfaction 
Case Processing Summary 
N I % 
Cases 100.0 
Squared Cronbach's 










I Cronbach's I 












.0 Cronbach's Standardized 
1 100.0 Al ha 
a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the 
procedure. 
ltem-T otal Statistics I Corrected 11tem- I 
I I 
Scale Mean if Scale Variance 
' 
Total 
Item Deleted if Item Deleted I Correlat(on l 
CS1 27.23 22.872 I .667 I 
CS2 27.34 21.463 I .797
1 
-
CS3 27.35 1 20.681 I .861 1 ,.... ,.... 
CS4 27.34 1 21 .250 1 .820 
CS5 27.29 21.601 I .844 , -





Items N of Items 
.942 .942 
Squared Cronbach's 
Multiple Alpha if Item 
Correlation Deleted 
.578 .945 
.110 I .934 
.744 1 .928 


















c) Ethnic Group 
1









Valid J ercent 
I 
Frequency Percent 
206 56.6 56.6 
158 I 43.4 43.4 
I 
364 100.0 100.0 
Age 
Frequency Percent Valiql Percent 
46 12.6 12.6 
193 53.0 53.0 
74 20.3 20.3 
33 9.1 I 9.1 
18 4.9 4.9 






Valid Rercent I 
214 58.8 58.8 


























Frequency I Percent Valid Percent Percent 
Valid Islam _ I 217 59.6 59.6 59.6 -
Christian 31 8.5 8.5 68.1 -
Buddha 67 18.4 I 18.4 86.5 
Hindu 49 13.5 13.5 100.0 - -
Total 364 100.0 100.0 
e) Marital Status 
Marital 
I I Cumulative 
Frequency I Percent Valid l(ercent Percent 
Val id Single I 212 I 58.2 58.2 58.2 
I 
Married 147 1 40.4 40.4 98.6 
Divorced 5 1 1.4 I 1.4 100.0 
! I 
Total 364 100.0 100.0 
t) Income Monthly 
I 
I Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Valiql Percent Percent 
Income Monthly 
l valid <1000 101 27.7 I 27.7 27.7 I 
1001-1500 191 52.5 I 52.5 80.2 -- - I 
I 1501-2000 52 14.3 14.3 94.5 -
2001-2500 8 2.2 2.2 96.7 --
2501-3000 8 2.2 I I 2.2 98.9 
4 ' ' I >3000 1.1 I 1.1 100.0 - I 
Total i 364 100.0 I I 100.0 
145 
e) Duration of Service 
I 
Valid Percent I 
Cumulative 
Frequencv Percent Percent 
Service years 
I 
72.0 I Val id b~ow 5 year 262 72.0 72.0 
_6 year-10 year 93 25.5 25.5 1 97.5 
' _ 11 year-15 year 5 1.4 1.4 1 98.9 
~_!?ove 15 year ,I 4 1.1 1.1 ! 100.0 
Total 364 I 100.0 100.0 I 
f) Education Level 
Level Education 
I I Cumulative 
Frequency , Percent I Valid Percent Percent 
l valid PMR/SPM 194 1 53.3 I 53.3 53.3 
128 I 
I I 
Diploma/STPM 35.2 I 35.2 88.5 
Degree 33 9.1 I 9.1 97.5 
Master/PHO 1 .3 1 .3 97.8 
Others l 8 , 2.2 I 2.2 100.0 -





a) Descriptive (Mean and Standard Deviatiof for All variable) 
N I Minimum Maximum 
Descriptive Statistics 
I 
I I Service Climate 364 2.25 6.00 
Organizational service l 364 2.26 6.00 
Orientation -
'""Emeloyee Com_!!) itment 364 1.00 6.00 
Teamwork 364 2.43 6.00 
Customer Satisfaction l 364 2.43 6.00 
~ -
Valid N (listwise) 364 
b) Service Climate 




































1 6 4.27 
2 16 4.36 
I 
2 6 4.35 
2 16 4.37 
2 16 4.40 
I 
1 6 4.25 
1 16 4.43 
1 I 16 4.30 
I 
























c) Organizational Service Orientation 
N Minimum Maximu,m 
Descriptive Statistif s 
Mean Std. Deviation 
OSO1 364 1 6 4.27 .890 -
OSO2 364 1 6 4.37 .871 --
OSO3 364 1 6 4.35 ! .883 -
OSO4 364 1 I 6 4.40 .877 
OSO5 364 1 6 4.33 1.021 - - ,-
2 SO6 364 1 6 4.30 I .930 
I 
OSO7 364 1 6 4.39 , .873 --
OSO8 364 1 6 4.32 1 .994 
OSO9 364 2 1 6 4.46 .831 -
OSO10 364 2 6 4.49 1 .831 - -
OSO11 364 1 6 4.44 .884 
OSO12 364 1 6 4.39 .821 
OSO1 3 364 1 6 4.22 .942 
OSO14 364 1 6 4.32 .960 
OSO15 364 ! 1 6 4.30 .980 -
OSO16 364 1 6 
I 
4.31 , .933 -
OSO17 364 2 6 1 4.41 .843 
OSO18 I 364 1 6 4.55 .881 -
OSO19 364 I 1 I 6 1 4.32 .960 - -
Valid N (listwise) 364 I 
d) Service Employee Commitment 
N I Minimum Maximum I 
Descriptive Statistii 
Mean I Std. Deviation 
EC1 I 364 1 1 16 4.01 I 1.161 - - -
6 1 
I 
EC2 364 1 4.23 .991 ~-
EC3 364 1 6 4.09 1 1.045 --
EC4 364 1 6 4.20 j 1.053 
EC5 364 1 6 4.34 1 .967 









TW 1 364 1 6 4.55 .860 
TW2 J 364 1 6 4.57 .893 
I 
TW3 364 1 6 4.65 .892 
TW4 I 364 1 6 4.54 .885 ,-
TW5 364 I 2 6 4.60 .871 -- - ' ! 6 TW6 364 2 4.65 1 .828 
~TW7 
364 2 6 4.63 1 .861 
I 
Valid N (listwise) I 364 
I 





Minimum I Mean ' Std. Deviation l cs1 I 1 6 4.63 1 364 I 2 .817 - -
CS2 I 364 1 16 4.53 .882 ,-
16 4.51 1 CS3 364 1 .923 - I 
CS4 - 364 I 2 6 4.52 .889 
CS5 364 I 2 16 4.57 .825 
CS6 364 1 1 16 4.51 .895 
CS? 364 1 , 6 4.58 .983 -


















Service Service Commitme 
Climate Oriehtation nt 
Pearson 1 1.791 .. . 633 .. 
Correlation 




Pearson . 791 - I 1 .699 .. 
Correlation I I - - -
~ig. (2j ailed) .000 .000 
N 364 I 364 1 364 -
Pearson .633 .. 1.699-
1 
1 
Correlation I - -
Sig. (2-tai led) .000 I .ooo 
I 
364 1 N 364 I 364 
Pearson . 573- 1.5oa- l .511 .. 
Correlation I I I 
I 
.ooo I I Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 
N I 364 364 364 -
I 
1.114- 1 Pearson . 651 .. .640 .. 
Correlation I I I - -
.ooo I I Sig. (2-~ iled) .ooo I .000 
N 364 364 364 





. 573 .. .651 .. 
.000 .000 
364 364 
. 508 .. .714 .. 
.000 .000 
364 364 
.511 .. .640 .. 
.000 .000 
364 364 
1 .671 .. 
.000 
364 364 










Std . Error of the 
R Square I Square I Estimate 
I I 
.806a .650 .646 I .45577 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Teamwork, Organizational SerJ-ce Orientation, 
Employee Commitment, Service Climate 
ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square 
1 Regression 138.455 4 34.614 




a. Dependent Variable: Customer Satisfaction 
F Sii:i . 
166.632 .OOOb 




Coefficients ~ I Coefficients Model B Std. E ror Beta t Sii:i. 
1 (C~nstant) l . 024 ,.187 . .130 .897 
Service Climate I .031 .066 .025 .468 .640 -
Organizational Service .461 
1
.066 .393 6.992 .000 
Orientation I I 
Employee Commitment .131 .038 .156 3.436 .001 
Teamwork .399 1 .041 .377 9.621 .000 
a. Dependent Variable: Customer Satisfaction 
151 
a) Service Climate 
APPENDIXp 
FACTOR ANALYSIS 
KMO and Bartlett's Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin_ Me~ f Sa_!I1pling_Adequacy. 




























c) Employee Commitment 
KMO and Bartlett's Test 
Kais~r-Mey~!:_-Olki_!l_ Measure of Sampling Ade uac . 

















KMO and Bartlett's Test 
Kaiser-Me er.:Olk~ u~ of Sampl~ g Ade uac ~ 



























e) Employee Perception on Customer Satisfa tion 
KMO and Bartlett's Test 
Kaiser-Me _£r-OJ kin Meas~ e of Sar]]pling Adeq~ y. _ 















a. 1 components 
extracted. 
Si . 
155 
.904 
2302.974 
21 
.000 

